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1.1

Summary Statement of Heritage Significance

The subject site comprises four commercial buildings (No’s 145, 147, 149-151 & 153-155
George St) which front the eastern portion of the DFS (Duty Free Store) Galleria complex.
The site is historically significant at State level as the location of early European settlement
in continuous occupation since 1788, with George Street being the first road created in the
settlement of NSW. The group of buildings have historical significance as tangible evidence
of the commercial function and later redevelopment of The Rocks. During the 20th century
the site was associated with significant change arising from events such as the bubonic
plague of 1900 which resulted in the demolition and reconstruction of buildings within this
precinct under the Observatory Hill Resumption Act, as well as the impact of construction of
the Sydney Harbour Bridge and associated infrastructure of the City Circle Railway and the
Cahill Expressway.
The group of buildings has aesthetic significance as representative examples of commercial
buildings of the Victorian Regency and Federation Free styles of architecture. The facades
of these buildings contribute to the streetscape alignment, qualities and character of The
Rocks. Bounded by Globe Street to the north and the Cahill Expressway to the south, the
subject group mark George Street’s southern entry to The Rocks precinct. The facades of
the four late 19th century & early 20th century buildings have aesthetic streetscape qualities
and character that contribute to the overall richness of a coherent and harmonious brick and
stucco group of buildings located within The Rocks.
The subject site and building group contributes to a precinct unique to NSW with its historic
associations and streetscape character. The group is an important part of the State
significant Heritage Conservation Area of The Rocks, being sympathetic in scale and
character and an extension of the remaining early buildings of George Street. The subject
site, as a part of the George Street row of buildings, forms a significant unified built edge to
the urban backdrop of Circular Quay, and the cityscape of the CBD.
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1.2

The Site, its Background and Context

The subject buildings at 145-155 George Street, The Rocks are located on the western side
of George Street, within The Rocks precinct of the Sydney CBD, opposite First Fleet Park
(Figure 1). The subject buildings are the eastern front of the DFS Galleria that together
occupy the whole block (Figure 2). The DFS complex is bounded by:
Globe Street to the north;
George Street to the east;
Cahill Expressway overpass to the south; and
Harrington Street to the west.

Figure 1
Location Plan within the context of The Rocks.
(Source: The Rocks Heritage Management Plan, Vol.1 , 2010).
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The subject site forms part of DP788428 Part Lot 2003, which is an amalgamation of
buildings with the following addresses: 145, 147 and 149-151 and 153-155 George Street
and 60 Harrington Street, The Rocks (Figure 3). The subject buildings, 145-155 George
Street, are located to the western section of the complex, referred to as the DFS Galleria,
which fronts Harrington Street and contains the bulk of the duty free shops in a commercial
high rise building. This Management Plan does not provide for a detailed analysis of 60
Harrington Street which is not an item of heritage significance.
The listing curtilage for the site is identified in Figure 3 and detailed in Part 4.4 Curtilage &
Setting, which includes a diagram of expanded curtilage.
The buildings on the subject site are owned and managed by the Sydney Harbour
Foreshore Authority, hereafter known as The Authority, under the Sydney Harbour
Foreshore Authority Act 1996.1

Figure 2
145-155 George Street, as viewed from the eastern side of George Street. Note No.145 is the corner building with
No.155 at the far left. 2012
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775217)

1

http://www.shfa.nsw.gov.au/sydney-our places and projects-The Rocks.htm.
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Figure 3
145-155 George Street, curtilage by State Heritage Register listing (crosshatched).
(Source: SHI 5053179, NSW Heritage Branch website)

1.3

The Aim of the CMP & its Structure

The aim of this Conservation Management Plan (CMP) is to identify the significance of the
place through an understanding of its historical and physical evidence, and establish a policy
and management structure for its conservation and ongoing use.
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The overall structure of this CMP is shown below:
PART 1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Includes Summary Statement of Significance

PART 2

POLICIES & STRATEGIES
Includes Opportunities, Challenges & Recommendations

PART 3

HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE
Includes Curtilage Analysis; Comparative Analysis and Analysis
under NSW Heritage Act Criteria.

PART 4

ANALYSIS OF EVIDENCE
Includes Analysis of Documentary & Physical Evidence. Annotated
images are used for much of this section.

PART 5

ILLUSTRATED HISTORY
Historical Value as presented by a Professional Historian.

PART 6

ABOUT THIS CMP
Includes Outline of Brief, Authorship. Acknowledgements, Further
Research required. References, Terms & Abbreviations

PART 7

SCHEDULE OF ELEMENTS
Significance & Recommendations By Element

This CMP will form part of the Asset Management System for the item, and fit within the
framework of the Authority’s The Rocks Heritage Management Plan (April 2010), which in
turn is placed in the following hierarchy of legislation:
LEGISLATION

NSW HERITAGE ACT 1977
Promotes the conservation, management and protection of items of
State heritage significance.
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/nsw/consol_act/ha197786/
SYDNEY HARBOUR FORESHORE AUTHORITY ACT 1998
Ensures the protection and conservation of the natural and cultural
heritage of the foreshore area.
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/nsw/consol_act/shfaa1998411/

PRECINCT
MANAGEMENT

ROCKS HERITAGE MANAGEMENT PLAN
The RHMP is not a statutory document but provides an
understanding of the heritage value of The Rocks and guidance to
the Authority in the conservation and management of the wider
Rocks precinct.
http://intranet/http://www.shfa.nsw.gov.au/sydney-Resource_centrePolicies_manuals_and_guides.htm
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ASSET

CONSERVATION MANAGEMENT PLAN

MANAGEMENT

This CMP sits under the RHMP and provides a framework for the
management of site specific heritage matters developed in
consideration of the identified significance of the individual item.

This CMP replaces previous versions as identified in the frontispiece, and is an
amalgamation of those four listed documents. Further information about this CMP is in Part
6, with management approach in Part 2 Conservation Policies & Strategies, to be read in
conjunction with Part 7 Schedule of Elements.

1.4

Heritage Listings

1.4.1

Statutory Listings

The buildings are of State heritage significance and are listed on the NSW State Heritage
Register (Figure 3), as follows:
Address

Listing No.

Gazette Date

Gazette No

145 George Street

01584

10 May 2002

85

147 George Street

01585

10 May 2002

85

149-151 George Street

01594

10 May 2002

85

153-155 George Street

01563

10 May 2002

85

Refer to Part 2.4 for statutory approvals and process requirements.
Refer to Part 2.9 for policies on the proposed expanded visual curtilage and SHR listing
diagram update (Figure 6).
The buildings are also listed under The Authority’s Heritage and Conservation Register
under s170 the Heritage Act 1977:
Address

Listing No.

145 George Street

Item ID 4500060

147 George Street

Item ID 4500061

149-151 George Street

Item ID 4500062

153-155 George Street

Item ID 4500063
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1.4.2

Non-statutory Listings

145-155 George Street is listed under:
Register

Listing Title

Listing No.

Gazette Date

Register of the

Edwardian Commercial

1/12/036

21 October

National Estate

Group

/0380

1980

National Trust of

Edwardian Commercial

7384

9 November

Australia

– in the George Street

1981

Business Group
National Trust of

Part of the George

Australia

Street Business

7716

27 February
1978

Precinct

1.5

Vision for the DFS Group within The Rocks

The Authority has identified The Rocks, its setting, associations and the meaning that it
holds for residents, workers and visitors as an irreplaceable resource. Conserving the
individual buildings and building groups within The Rocks is therefore an overarching
obligation in its heritage management. The on-going retention of the heritage value of The
Rocks is a prime long term vision that is outlined in The Rocks Heritage Management Plan.2
As a significant element within The Rocks precinct, the following objectives for the collection
of buildings at 145-155 George Street are aimed at maintaining the vision of The Authority:
When the opportunity arises reconstruct the George Street elevation of 147
George Street to better interpret its original streetscape qualities (see Fig 79 &
80);
Interpret the former Harrington Lane as a notional space and allow for public
access to an improved, activated Globe Street, connecting with the Nurses Walk;
Investigate opportunities for the removal of intrusive elements, such as the grille
and fire doors on the Globe Street elevation.
Improve the interface between No.145 with Globe Street and the office complex
to the west.

2

Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority, The Rocks Heritage Management Plan: Volume 1, 2010, p.37.
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1.6

Key Findings

The preparation of this report has led to the following key findings:
145-155 George Street as a site, has a European history that dates back to the
beginnings of colonial settlement.
As a group of buildings, 145-155 George Street has State significance as an
element in the streetscape of George Street, as a part of the historic Rocks
precinct, and as an important element in the broader urban setting of Circular
Quay and the cityscape of the CBD.
The George Street façades provide a significant example in NSW of a three
storey row of late 19th century and early 20th century representation of
architectural styles that has a coherent composition.
The functions of the group have had consistent retail use for approximately eighty
years and reflect the commercial history of The Rocks.
Further research can be considered in the following areas:
Research into the relationship of the site to the colonial settlement.
Further research into the construction dates of each of the items.
Detailed understanding of the retail uses of grocer, butcher and fishmonger,
including the use of the Sands Directory in the Appendix.
Archaeological research into what may remain under the ground floor slab where
there was not excavation for the basement carpark, as well as the basement
cellar that appears to remain under 153-155 George Street as per DA drawings
(refer Figure 90).
More detailed analysis of the 1980s redevelopment and refurbishment in the late
1990s in terms of construction and completion dates.
Research into the theatrical association of Thea Rowe with the subject sites,
including her family connection with the architect Thomas Rowe.
The report makes the following recommendations:
Review the SHR listing curtilage as per Part 4.4.
Plant growth to the parapet of No.149-151 should be removed (Figure 34 & 35).
An acid based cleaner is not to be used.
That an interpretation plan be developed and implemented.
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POLICIES & STRATEGIES
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2.1

Best Practice Heritage Management

Background, Opportunities & Challenges
This CMP seeks to establish the significance of the items and develop policies and
strategies that guide the management of change and to respect heritage values.
Conservation can be regarded as the management of change. 3
The heritage asset management of the subject buildings should be in accordance with the
following authorities, management guidelines and plans:
Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority
Management of The Rocks is vested in The Authority under the Sydney Harbour Foreshore
Authority Act 1998. In recognition of the importance of heritage conservation in The Rocks,
The Rocks Heritage Management Plan 4 (April 2010) was prepared and states that ‘All
management actions in The Rocks should be directed towards retaining authenticity and the
integrity of heritage resources’. 5
NSW Government TAM Guidelines
The Total Asset Management Manual prepared by NSW Government’s Asset Management
Committee requires that the ‘sustainable management of heritage values should be treated
by an agency as part of its core business’.6 Similarly, TAM Guidelines for Government
Agencies prepared by NSW Treasury require the planning use of heritage assets to
maximise their service delivery while protecting their cultural values.
This CMP will be one of the documents used by the asset owners, managers and tenants for
management and maintenance of 145-155 George Street.
The Burra Charter
The Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance 1999, known as The
Burra Charter, is not a statutory document but is widely accepted in Australia as the
underlying methodology by which all works to heritage listed items are undertaken. As the
subject buildings are of State heritage significance, procedures for managing changes and
activities at the complex should be in accordance with the recognised conservation
methodology of The Burra Charter.
The Burra Charter specifically provides Conservation Principles, Process and Practice for
the management of heritage items. The Burra Charter advocates a cautious approach to
change; do as much as necessary to care for the place and to make it useable, but
otherwise change it as little as possible so that its cultural significance is retained.7

3

Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter, Article 27.1
Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority, The Rocks Heritage Management Plan: Volume 1, 2010
5
ibid, p.37
6
Total Asset Management Manual, Heritage Asset Management, www.gamc.nsw.gov.au.
7
Australia ICOMOS Inc, The Burra Charter: The Australian ICOMOS Charter for the Conservation of
Places of Cultural significance 1999, Article 3.1.
4
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Policies
POLICY 1.
The Authority is to manage 145-155 George Street as part of an integrated
management system in accordance with the Government’s Total Asset
Management Policy, Heritage Asset Management Guidelines, applicable Acts,
and industry best practice.
POLICY 2.
The Conservation Management Plan for the items should be adopted and used
for the future management of the site. The CMP is to be revised on a seven (7)
year cyclic basis or as appropriate to its leasing, development and maintenance
cycle. The CMP should be issued to those who manage, operate and occupy
the building.
POLICY 3.
Decision making is to be based on an understanding of the heritage significance
of the item, to retain and enhance the values as identified in the Statement of
Significance.
POLICY 4.
The Authority is to inspect the buildings on an annual basis to monitor its
condition. The building is to be kept in accordance with Minimum Standards of
Maintenance and Repair.
POLICY 5.
This Conservation Management Plan should be read in conjunction with The
Rocks Heritage Management Plan and Policy
POLICY 6.
Ensure the management of 145-155 George Street is compatible with current
Maintenance and TAM Plans .
POLICY 7.
Sydney

Harbour

Foreshore

Authority

should

make

this

Conservation

Management Plan a publicly accessible document.

Strategies/Guidelines
1.

As 145-155 George Street and the DFS Galleria at the rear of the complex are
physically and functionally interlinked, The Authority should ensure the
management structure is integrated so that decision making is not adverse with
regard to the heritage significance of the item.
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2.

The Authority should integrate the policies of this CMP into The Authority’s asset
management systems, TAM Plans, Maintenance Plans and leasing documents
for the subject buildings.

3.

Reviews of the CMP should be based on The Burra Charter, relevant guidelines
issued by the NSW Heritage Office and any other relevant legislation, planning
frameworks, appropriate literature and widely recognised conservation practices
and procedures.

4.

The current CMP remains valid as an on-going heritage management document
regardless of the timing of any review or until such reviews are completed.

5.

Cyclic inspections at regular intervals should be based on standardised
schedules for item condition so that consistent monitoring is achieved.

6.

The following publications are to be consulted, in association with this CMP:
a.

The Rocks Heritage Management Plan 2010,

b.

Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter,

c.

The NSW Heritage Council’s Heritage Asset Management Guidelines 2004

d.

The NSW Heritage Council’s Heritage Information Series Minimum
Standards of Maintenance and Repair.

2.2

Documenting Change

Background, Opportunities & Challenges
The Burra Charter provides guidance under Conservation Practice for managing change
including requirements for recording and documenting that change (Articles 27, 31 and 32).
The Authority maintains a record repository as a resource that not only documents changes
over time and a history of development, but provides information that may inform the
decision making process.
Policies
POLICY 8.
Maintain an archive, including recordings, inventories, schedules and drawings
of changes to the buildings in accordance with Article 32 of The Burra Charter.
Ensure that such recordings are carried out by qualified staff, under suitable
archival conditions.
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Strategies/Guidelines
1.

All recording is to be undertaken and archived in accordance with NSW Heritage
Branch guidelines. http://www.heritage.nsw.gov.au/docs/info_archivalrecords.pdf.

2.

Recordings are to utilise the identifying number system in attribution of source
material according to the The Authority’s Archivist and Records Department.

3.

Copies of ‘as-built’ documentation should be provided to The Authority on
completion of projects.

4.

Major alterations should be preceded by a photographic recording in accordance
with Heritage Branch guidelines.
http://www.heritage.nsw.gov.au/docs/info_photographicrecording2006.pdf

2.3

Skills & Experience

Background, Opportunities & Challenges
The Burra Charter encourages the use of appropriately skilled trades and professionals to
provide direction and supervision in the management and conservation of heritage items.
(Articles 4, 26.1 and 30)
Policies
POLICY 9.
All conservation work, including adaptive reuse of the item, shall be undertaken
by suitably qualified personnel and carried out using skilled tradesmen
experienced with heritage buildings.
POLICY 10.
All contractors or trades shall be inducted on to the site, informing them of the
significance of the building and the care in which its fabric needs to be treated.
POLICY 11.
Only heritage experienced, specialist trades are to be used for any work carried
out on significant fabric of the buildings.

Strategies/Guidelines
1.

Skill requirements are to be identified at the beginning of the project and team
personnel organised to provide suitable expertise.
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2.

The installation of service runs that may involve significant fabric should also
have input from a supervisor with heritage design experience.

3.

A team of experienced trades should be available who can be called upon at
short notice. Trades are to be suitably qualified and experienced on heritage
buildings, particularly bricklayers, stonemasons and roof and drainage plumbers.

2.4

Approvals / Participation

Background, Opportunities & Challenges
The buildings comprising 145-155 George Street are listed on the NSW State Register and
protected under the NSW Heritage Act 1977. Approval for works is required under the
relevant Environmental Planning Instruments.
NSW Heritage Act 1977
Heritage Council approval is required to alter a property item listed on the NSW State
Heritage Register, or to disturb or excavate land when there is reasonable knowledge or
likelihood of significant relics being disturbed. The Authority has delegation from the NSW
Heritage Council to determine development applications for works which will not materially
affect an item.
There are various types of approval for built and archaeological works under the NSW
Heritage Act. The Heritage Office provides an overview of the applications on their web site
http://www.heritage.nsw.gov.au/14_index.htm. The Authority also provides an outline of
various statutory approvals and requirements in The Rocks Fitout Guide.
Under Section 57(2) of the Act the Minister may make exemptions for works otherwise
requiring approval under Section 57(1). Standard exemptions cover maintenance, repair,
minor alterations, temporary events and installations. Further details on standard
exemptions can be found at the following link:
http:/www.heritage.nsw.gov.au/docs/info_standardexemptions2006.pdf
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act)
The NSW Department of Planning has transferred some planning responsibilities to the City
of Sydney. The transfer includes determinations on development with a capital investment
value of under $5 million at Sydney Harbour foreshore sites including within The Rocks.
The Minister of Planning will remain the consent authority for:
Major development on sites identified on the State Heritage Register
Development which breaches height limits outlined in the Sydney Cove
Redevelopment Authority Scheme for The Rocks
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Proposals deemed ‘development’ under State Environmental Planning Policy
(State and Regional) 2011
The relevant consent authority should be consulted for further details.
Landowners Consent
The consent of the landowner will be required prior to the lodgement of any statutory
applications. It is important to commence discussions with The Authority and its
representatives as early as possible to ensure the suitability of the proposal through its
design development. The Authority’s Landowners Consent Supplementary Guide provides
an outline of the approvals process. This document helps the applicant to identify the
various consent authorities and directs them to web sites providing both application forms
and supplementary guides which identify submission requirements. As the subject site is
managed as a ground lease applicants will also be required to provide approval from the
head lessee prior to the submission of applications for Landowner’s Consent.
Policies
POLICY 12.
All Statutory approvals shall be obtained before works are carried out.
POLICY 13.
The Authority is to ensure that such proposed works are in accordance with the
Policies of this document and without adverse impact to significant fabric.
Strategies/Guidelines
1.

The following publications will assist in the development of proposals
a. The Authority’s Landowners Consent Supplementary Guide
b. The Authority’s Fit-out Guide
c. Application Guides of other Consent Authority’s, such as the City of Sydney.

2.

Pre lodgement consultation with the Authority’s heritage team should be
undertaken to ensure that the direction of any proposal is consistent with the
conservation objectives of this CMP, The Rocks Heritage Management Plan, and
the statutory framework controlling development.

3.

A Heritage Impact Statement and documentation sufficient to describe the
proposal will be required to enable the Authority to adequately assess the
potential impacts of the proposed modifications. The NSW Heritage Branch
publication Statements of Heritage Impact can assist in the preparation of these
reports.

4.

Prior to the granting of Landowner’s consent the Authority should be satisfied that
there are no adverse impacts associated with the proposal.
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2.5

Use

Background, Opportunities & Challenges
The items have been in continuous use as retail and commercial premises since the 1850s,
with 153-155 George Street used as a hotel from the 1870s to 1960. The current use of the
site is for retail at ground level (duty free commodities), and offices above street level. The
use is considered compatible and suitable for continuation, which is in agreement with The
Burra Charter (Articles 7 and 23).
The preferred form of conservation is to ensure the on-going use of the subject heritage
buildings. The Authority may consider alternative uses for the items provided that they are
compatible with the identified significance of the place, do not present an adverse impact to
significant fabric and are consistent with the offerings of the broader Rocks precinct.
Policies
POLICY 14.
Continue the current use of 145-155 George Street for street level retail with
commercial offices at upper levels.
POLICY 15.
Future compatible uses should be of low impact and maintain public access at
street level, as well as the current access from the Atrium space into the rear of
the retail spaces.

Strategies/Guidelines
1.

Consideration of compatible uses is to take into account a number of factors
including:
a. Conservation Policies within this CMP;
b. minimal impact upon significant fabric;
c. maintain Accessibility requirements;
d. interpretation of the place and its history;
e. holistic treatment of the place and recognition of the character, spaces, fabric
and layout;
An example of an incompatible use is a restaurant, which requires a high level of
services. Where the use is of a greater intensity, the applicant will have to
demonstrate that the proposed use will not have an adverse impact on the item.

2.
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2.6

Sustainability

Background, Opportunities & Challenges
In 2009 the Authority adopted a Sustainability Policy with commitments to reduce the carbon
footprint of its precincts by 80% from a 2000 baseline, with a 20% reduction by 2012. The
policy aims to achieve climate change targets through:
Reductions – increased energy efficiency and reduced energy consumption.
Renewables – a portion of energy from non-fossil fuel sources.
Offsets – the remainder of fossil-derived energy being sourced from green energy
tariffs and/or offset through accredited providers.
In its aim for a socially inclusive and sustainable community the Authority:
Acknowledges its responsibility to protect heritage buildings and their cultural
significance on behalf of the people of NSW.
Aims to provide improved tenant amenity through improved air quality, comfort
levels and natural light, in ways that support heritage considerations.
In line with this Policy the Authority has adopted a Sustainable Development Fit-out Guide
which aims to reduce the environmental impact of new construction and building fit-outs. It
has been shown that the implementation of the measures outlined in the Fit-out Guide have
the potential to reduce operational costs and improve indoor environmental quality (IEQ) and
occupant satisfaction.
Policies
POLICY 16.
All applications for building modifications and fitouts are to demonstrate
measures which work toward the objectives of The Authority’s Sustainability
Policy.
POLICY 17.
Passive ventilation is the preferred means of improving internal occupational
temperatures.
POLICY 18.
Any modification to existing mechanical infrastructure may not be supported if
they have an adverse impact on the significance of the place. No external
equipment or services are to be visible from the streetscape and surrounding
elevated public areas.
Strategies/Guidelines
1.
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submitting proposals for change.
2.

Building managers should identify any user discomfort, monitor and report to the
Authority before any proposals are contemplated to allow for consultation in
seeking appropriate solutions. Passive solutions to thermal comfort are to take
preference and be tested before the need for additional mechanical ventilation.

3.

As the items have been substantially altered there may be greater scope for the
internal reticulation of services than is usually the case with heritage structures.
Any proposal for the addition of mechanical equipment will still require careful
consideration of adverse impacts, particularly with regard to A/C equipment that is
required to be located externally

2.7

Ordinance Compliance

Background, Opportunities & Challenges
The National Construction Code (incorporating the Building Code of Australia) is the
legislative framework providing design and construction technical standards for structural,
fire, health, amenity, sustainability and plumbing works.
The legislation is performance based providing a framework of ‘…Deemed-to-Satisfy
Provisions, which cover established and acceptable practices, or flexibility to develop
Alternative Solutions…’ 8
Policies
POLICY 19.
Compliance works should seek to respond to the intent of legislation. Solutions
which are ‘deemed to satisfy’ are preferable when full compliance will adversely
impact on the significance of the items.
POLICY 20.
Proposed uses which require an unacceptable degree of intervention for
upgrading to ordinance compliance should be avoided.

8

http://www.abcb.gov.au/index.cfm?objectid=959C6DF0-9A12-11DF-A133001143D4D594
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Strategies/Guidelines
1.

NSW Heritage Council Fire, Access and Services Advisory Panel (FASAP)
provides advice to government and private bodies to achieve acceptable
solutions for building compliance. The FASAP Resource List and further details
about their services is available through the NSW Heritage Branch web site.

2.

Consultants should be encouraged to consider alternatives which present less
physical and visual impacts but achieve the performance requirements of the
Code through Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions or Alternative Solutions.

3.

Fire engineered solutions which implement fire or smoke detection and active fire
suppression are preferred over those which respond literally to ordinance
requirements.

2.8

Accessibility

Background, Opportunities & Challenges
Building work should seek to improve access for those with ‘…mobility or sensory
impairments, the elderly, parents with small children and anyone who is temporarily disabled
as a result of injury or illness.’ 9 These works will be subject to the accessibility provisions of
the BCA which now include the technical provisions of the Access to Premises standards.
Generally access is level through to the atrium and the main Galleria. However the shops
from the main street have a small step that may be able to be addressed with a step ramp.
The balustrades to the first and second floor balconies need to be checked for compliance,
however if compliance is required, this may have an adverse impact. As these balconies are
restricted areas to the public , it may not require to be upgraded.
The lift located in the atrium provides access to the first and second level balconies for the
entry level tenancies of No.149-151. The split level balconies contain stairs to access the
tenancies of No153-155 with different floor levels.
Policies
POLICY 21.
Access solutions should seek to improve accessibility to the building while
maintaining the identified significance of the place.

9

Improving Access to Heritage Buildings, Martin, E.J., 1999, p.1
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POLICY 22.
Where possible, access solutions should seek to supplement existing amenity
rather than replace existing fabric of significance.
This may be achieved, for example, by retaining existing door hardware in an
inoperable state and introducing lever action hardware mounted at an
appropriate height, or retaining existing balustrades which may be noncompliant and introducing a secondary handrail to a compliant height.
POLICY 23.
A strategy should be developed which seeks to address accessibility from a
whole

of

building

perspective

to

avoid

piecemeal

and

incremental

improvements.
An access masterplan should be developed in instances where a project is to be
staged.
POLICY 24.
New interventions should be designed with reversibility in mind.
Strategies/Guidelines
1.

Improving Access to Heritage Buildings, E.J Martin, Australian Council of National
Trusts, 1999

2.

Access for all to Heritage Places Technical Leaflet Heritage Council of Victoria

3.

NSW Heritage Council Fire, Access and Services Advisory Panel (FASAP)
provides advice to government and private bodies to achieve acceptable
solutions for building compliance. The FASAP Resource List and further details
about their services is available through the NSW Heritage Branch web site.

2.9

Setting / Related Places

Background, Opportunities & Challenges
Conservation requires the retention of an appropriate curtilage, visual setting and the
historical relationships that contribute to the cultural significance of the place, including the
significant views to and from the item. The setting includes the urban design of the
streetscape and the historical small lot development of The Rocks.
Although the curtilage to the west of the item is reduced, this has been mitigated by the
atrium space that defines the heritage item from the DFS Galleria development.
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Policies
POLICY 25.
Retain the historic setting of the item in relation to George and Globe Streets,
including the visual curtilage towards Circular Quay.
POLICY 26.
Retain a suitable separation from the rear of the buildings, as currently achieved
by the atrium space, as well as to the George Street kerb line to encompass the
awning.
POLICY 27.
Consider the expansion of the SHR listing to reflect the curtilage identified in
Figure 4.
Strategies/Guidelines
1.

The significance of the item largely stems from its location within The Rocks and
its relationship with George Street, Globe Street, First Fleet Park and Circular
Quay. It is important that the setting of these related places is not compromised.
Refer to Figure 6 for the expanded visual curtilage that includes Globe Street and
the connection with the Nurses Walk.

2.

Urban design elements along the street frontages should be simple in design and
uncluttered. Vegetation should be kept at a low level so as not to obscure the
façades.

2.10 Archaeology
Background, Opportunities & Challenges
In the archaeological context of 145-155 George Street, the historical development of the
site indicates European occupation since 1788. Successive structures were constructed
from about 1822. From around 1835 the site was occupied by a row of three storey stone
shops and residences. This relatively large structure would have covered the present
footprint from 147-155 George Street (Figure 68). Although there has been successive
construction over the site it is possible that stone footings may remain under the current
footprint of the subject items.
No archaeological assessment has been undertaken specifically for the site, and The Rocks
Heritage Management Plan (2010) has identified the site of 145-155 George Street as
having a destroyed archaeological resource (Appendix C). This is due to the excavation for
the DFS Galleria carpark that was carried out in a line up to the western edge of the item
(Figures 73 & 90).
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The DA drawings (dating from 1986) indicate that all the timber floors for the item were
removed and replaced with concrete slabs, including for the ground floor slab-on-ground.
This would indicate that the footprint was disturbed but may have some archaeological
potential of wall footings at a deeper level, as wells and cesspits would have been located in
the rear yards further to the west.
A DA drawing shows a cellar below No.153-155 George Street (Figure 90), as would be
expected below a hotel site, if remaining this archaeological resource may be of high
significance. Also based on the DA drawings, there may be a cellar access ladder.
Policies
POLICY 28.
An archaeological assessment should be carried out to identify potential
archaeological deposits prior to any excavation.
POLICY 29.
If recommended by an archaeological assessment, any ground floor excavation
within the item footprint should be carried out under archaeological supervision
by a qualified archaeologist.
POLICY 30.
Any relics or deposits recovered during archaeological works on site should not
be removed without consultation with SHFA heritage staff. Such items must be
conserved and stored in accordance with the Authority’s archaeological artefact
collection procedures.

Strategies/Guidelines
1.

Any works involving ground disturbance must be preceded by a heritage impact
statement outlining the nature of the disturbance, assessing the impact on the
archaeology, and presenting a methodology for dealing with the archaeology.
This document must be prepared by a suitably qualified archaeologist approved
by SHFA or the NSW Heritage Office.

2.

Should excavation of archaeological relics be deemed necessary, application
must be made under the Heritage Act. The site is listed on the State Heritage
Register. Application will be made under s57 (1) of the Heritage Act. If it is
determined that excavation will not adversely affect potential archaeological
relics, then an application for Exemption from the s60 process can be made
under s57(3) of the Heritage Act.

3.
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‘Relics’ outlines the responsibilities of the proponent when dealing with
archaeological sites.
4.

Roof spaces and cavities between ceilings and floors often contain artefacts
stored there or deposited by animals such as rats. These can provide valuable
evidence of site occupation and should not be removed without consultation with
SHFA heritage staff.

2.11 Adaptation / Alterations & Additions
Background, Opportunities & Challenges
The north and east elevations of 145-155 George Street are substantially intact and the
dividing common walls of each lot also remain, including the south elevation (refer Part 7
and Figure 91). The original west elevation has been substantially altered. Due to the
significance of the George Street elevation of the item, scope for new development is
limited. In general, no external alterations or additions should occur to the East, North and
South elevations, except minor additions for services, where these can be concealed from
public view.
Internally the floors have been replaced, and internal room configuration largely demolished
other than the dividing common walls. Some intervention has occurred to the common
walls at the second level between No’s 145, 147 and 149-151 in the form of corridor
openings to amalgamate spaces for commercial use. Further intervention to original fabric is
to be avoided and adaptation should be limited to those areas that have already been
altered with redevelopment in the late 1980s and 90s, or areas of little significance.
Policies
POLICY 31.
Demolition of fabric of Exceptional and High significance cannot be supported.
The original four lot subdivision should be retained and where appropriate
reconstructed.
POLICY 32.
The intact George Street and Globe Street elevations are to be retained and
conserved as primary significant elements of the buildings.
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POLICY 33.
Building alterations should be limited to the rear of the item, seek to interpret
Harrington Lane, and the original building mass.
POLICY 34.
Ensure any new development at the rear of the item maximises the visual
curtilage of the original structures with careful interface of materials that does
not diminish significant fabric.
POLICY 35.
Retail and commercial fitouts should avoid intervention to significant fabric and
be designed as a new layer within the building. Such fitouts should be readily
reversible.

Strategies / Guidelines
1.

Refer to the Grading of Significance of Elements in Part 7 of this report as a guide
to distinguish which fabric is to be retained and that which can be changed.

2.

Intervention/change should not be detrimental to the original fabric and new uses
adjusted to work within the available spatial and architectural configuration.

3.

New materials should be of a quality and finish comparable with the significance
of the place.

4.

Any new development should be carried out within the existing building envelope,
unless research establishes traces of a demolished, but more extensive footprint
of the original item, although unlikely. Reference is to be made to archival plans
that indicate the historic building footprint (Figures 79 & 87).

2.12

Future Development

Background, Opportunities & Challenges
Any proposed redevelopment of the rear of the site, the DFS Galleria, would present an
opportunity to improve the visual curtilage of the item, better interpret the original curtilage of
the subject sites and improve the activation of the building with Globe Street.
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Policies
POLICY 36.
The urban design approach of any proposed redevelopment of the 1980s DFS
Galleria should be guided by the design criteria contained in the Heritage Office
publication ‘Design in Context’. 10
POLICY 37.
Any redevelopment of the 1980a DFS Galleria should address the following
urban design criteria:
Character: evaluate the context to identify the important elements of
the overall heritage character, the stepped landform between George
th

Street and Harrington Street, as well as the 20 century building to the
north.
Scale: identify the predominant height, bulk, density and grain of the
setting and design sympathetically.
Form: relate the overall shape and volume to the predominant form of
the surroundings.
Siting: conform to the historic street pattern, the alignment of Globe
Street, and interpret the former Harrington Laneway.
Materials and Colour: recognise the characteristic materials, textures
and colours of the precinct, and re-interpret in a contemporary design
approach.
Detailing: ensure contemporary detailing of materials at the interface
between the subject item and any new structure contributes positively
to the overall character of the place.

Strategies/Guidelines
Any alternative proposal should seek to achieve the following objectives:
1.

Window proportions which seek to provide a more suitable contrast with the
George Street buildings, rather than trying to emulate an approach with a
traditional window pattern in a masonry wall;

2.

10
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3.

Built elements should not overhang the Globe Street boundary;

4.

The Globe Street elevation of any alternative structure is to be aligned with the
external wall of No.145, and limited in height to a 2-3 storey plinth, with a distinct
setback to higher levels;

5.

Any new development should seek to engage with the western end of Globe
Street through uses which activate the public domain;

6.

Alternative proposal should interpret the former Harrington Lane.

7.

Colours that are recessive and the use of materials for texture that interprets the
variations of the precinct;

8.

Any new building interface with the northwest corner of No.145 should be at a
height below the parapet, at the level of the string cornice;

9.

Although it may require considerable planning changes, investigate the
opportunity to relocate the intrusive fire stair exit and ventilation grille in the north
wall of No.145.

10. The carpark exit located within Globe Street should be reconsidered to reduce its
impact to the urban setting and improve the presentation of Globe Street as a
publically activated space.

2.13 Design & Detailing
Background, Opportunities & Challenges
Generally the scope for alterations is limited to interior fitouts and potentially the rear, of 145155 George Street. The design approach of new work should be identifiable from that of the
original fabric and should seek to complement, rather than compete with significant fabric.
Policies
POLICY 38.
New work should be identifiable as a new layer within the building while
responding sympathetically to the architectural form, layout and detailing of the
space.
POLICY 39.
Period detailing should only be used to reconstruct removed or damaged
elements and should be based on physical or documentary evidence
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POLICY 40.
Subdivision of internal spaces is to be avoided beyond that associated with the
reconstruction of original common walls.
Strategies / Guidelines
1.

When a new function is being introduced, a new architectural vocabulary of
details and materials may be adopted to complement the existing architectural
character.

2.

Period detailing should only be employed in instances where original fabric is
being reconstructed and there is sufficient evidence to inform the profile, material
and finish of the fabric.

3.

Careful detailing will ensure minimal damage to the significant fabric and will
allow for reversibility.

4.

New works can be used as an opportunity to remove intrusive elements as well
as to restore known original elements where there is evidence for their existence.

2.14 Significant Fabric (Change, Repair, Maintenance)
Background, Opportunities & Challenges
Article 3 of The Burra Charter notes that conservation is based on a respect for the existing
fabric of a place and should therefore involve the least possible physical intervention in order
not to distort the evidence provided by the fabric. 145-155 George Street retains a highly
significant façade in good condition, subdividing common walls, and part of the roof of 149151 George Street. However the internal floors and fitouts are not of significance.
The grading of significance of the various elements is a valuable planning tool, and assists
in developing a consistent approach to the treatment of different elements.
Policies
POLICY 41.
Retain the identified significant elements and fabric in accordance with their
identified level of significance.
POLICY 42.
Regular inspections of the item should be carried out to monitor its condition and
ensure necessary maintenance, in accordance with Parts 2.1 and 2.4.
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POLICY 43.
Future works should seek to expose rather than conceal original fabric.

Strategies/Guidelines
1.

The various grades of significance generate different requirements for retention
and conservation. All elements of moderate or higher level of significance should
be retained and subjected to ongoing monitoring and maintenance programs.

2.

The buildings are to be maintained in accordance with the Minimum Standards of
Maintenance and Repair, as defined by the NSW Heritage Council, including
manuals on the maintenance of materials.

2.15 Painting
Background, Opportunities & Challenges
Although the building elevations of the items were originally face brickwork, No’s 147 and
153-155 have since been painted. In the case of No.147, the brickwork has been ‘stained’
with an unsatisfactory result, particularly where the brickwork is infill (Figure 33). No.153155 has been painted in two distinct colours, with differentiation at the point of changed
street alignment between the tower element and the lower main building (Figure 51).
Policies
POLICY 44.
The unpainted brick work of 145, 147 and 149-151 George Street is not to be
painted.
POLICY 45.
Investigation is to be undertaken into the colour staining of the brickwork to 147
George Street. Removal should be considered if this can be achieved without
damage to the significant fabric.
POLICY 46.
Prior to any future repainting cycles an alternative colour scheme should be
developed for 153-155 George Street. This scheme should be more appropriate
to the architectural period and style and its former colour schemes.
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POLICY 47.
Painting, internally and externally, should seek to use historic colour schemes
based on physical and documentary evidence.
POLICY 48.
Painting is to be undertaken without the removal of earlier paint layers except
where the surface is loose, flaking, blistering or chalking.
POLICY 49.
Future painting to the shop fronts and awnings should seek to represent the four
items individually and introduce an appropriate palette distinguishing joinery
from masonry and the like.

Strategies/Guidelines
1.

Any paint removal for No.147 should be tested in a small area and evaluated
before proceeding.

2.16 New Services
Background, Opportunities & Challenges
With redevelopment in the 1980s, 145-155 George Street was largely re-built internally with
new services including air-conditioning reticulation above suspended ceilings. Future
upgrade of services may be required and should be evaluated in terms of reticulation in the
ceiling spaces or in the case of the ground floor level, in existing trenches. Services should
avoid significant fabric or be confined to areas of little significance.
Policies
POLICY 50.
The upgrading of services requires careful planning and supervisor direction of
trades, be confined to the interior of the building and to avoid significant fabric.
POLICY 51.
Penetrations should be concealed within floor and ceiling voids where possible
and surface mounted outside of these zones. This approach should be balanced
to ensure that visual clutter is minimised.

Strategies/Guidelines
1.
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preference to new chases. Services should be rationalised, grouped and treated
to minimise intrusion.
2.

Uses which require an unacceptable degree of intervention for upgrading to
ordinance compliance should be avoided.

3.

Generally the introduction of additional air conditioning is to be avoided.

2.17 Signage & External Lighting
Background, Opportunities & Challenges
It is recognised that tenancy identification signage is an intrinsic component of the
commercial use and viability of the subject buildings and that external lighting of buildings
can add to their character. Signage and external lighting, however, should have no adverse
impact on significant heritage fabric and the overall character of the place.
Policies
POLICY 52.
External signage and lighting should be consistent with The Rocks Lighting
Policy 2009 and The Rocks Signage Policy and Technical Manual 2009.
POLICY 53.
No signs should be attached to the George Street and Globe Street façades
above awning level. Signs at ground floor should be consistent with the
appropriate Policies and Technical Manuals of the Authority.
POLICY 54.
Illumination of the George Street façade can be achieved with discreet
uplighting above awning level, and not visible from the street.

Strategies/Guidelines
1.

Signs should be discreet and complementary in terms of colour, material,
proportion, positioning and font.

2.

It is not necessary to attempt to create or recreate an ‘historic’ character in the
signage, but modern standardised ‘trademark’ signage is not appropriate.

3.

Fluorescent and iridescent paints are inappropriate. Signs should preferably be
illuminated by discreet spotlighting.

4.

The illumination of the item should highlight architectural features rather than
floodlighting whole façades. Care should be taken to ensure that over-illumination
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does not occur. Uplighting of the George Street façade can be placed at the rear
of the awning out of sight from the street.

5. There is an opportunity to provide discreet façade lighting of the tower lantern
(No.153-155) as well as within the balconies above street level, however
reticulation will require careful placement.

2.18 Interpretation
Background, Opportunities & Challenges
One of the primary components of the conservation management of the subject buildings
should be to make the values of its cultural significance physically and intellectually
accessible to the public. Interpretation enables the history and social values of a place to be
understood and appreciated by the public. . The site is not currently interpreted by on site
installations. The opportunity therefore exists to communicate the many stories and
historical layers associated with the site history and significance.
Policies
POLICY 55.
Develop an Interpretation Strategy that addresses the history and stories of the
site. The heritage significance of the subject buildings should be interpreted on
site by appropriate methods.
POLICY 56.
Provide interpretation both onsite and offsite, through various media as
consistent with the Authority’s interpretation policy for The Rocks.
POLICY 57.
The interpretation of No.147 could include the reinstatement of the shopfront at
ground level, and the balcony at first floor level by the removal of the present
brick infill panel.
POLICY 58.
Interpretation of No’s 145, 147 and 149-151 could include the reinstatement of
the common subdivision walls that currently have openings in them at the
second floor level.

Strategies/Guidelines
1.

Interpretation projects are to be developed with reference to:
a. The Rocks Interpretation Strategy 2006;
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b. ICOMOS International Cultural Tourism Charter
2.

Interpretation of the subject buildings should take into account all periods of
development and occupation in the context of the history of The Rocks area and be
presented in an accurate and insightful manner including:
- Indigenous occupation;
- Colonial Occupation in relation to the typography of the precinct
(refer to Part 4.1);
- Pattern of development including street alignment, lot size and subdivision;
- Early buildings on the site and
- Types of retail and how this has changed over the last century.

3.

Interpretation research should make use of the Sands Directory, which is located in
the Appendix of this report.
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PART 3
HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE
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3.1

Method Used to Assess & Present Heritage
Significance

The following assessment of heritage significance utilises the evaluation criteria established
by the NSW Heritage Council, in accordance with the NSW Heritage Manual, Assessing
Heritage Significance (2001). 11 An item is considered to be of State or local heritage
significance if it meets one or more of the following criteria, and as assessed against the
information contained in Parts 4 and 5 of this CMP.
A summary Statement of Significance is provided within the Executive Summary Part 1.1,
and further detailed in 3.9. The relative significance of individual building elements is
identified within Part 7.

3.2

Criterion (A): Historical Significance

An item is important in the course, pattern of NSW’s or the local area’s cultural or natural
history.
The site at 145-155 George Street is important in the history of NSW as having associations
with the early development of Sydney since 1788, and earlier with the Cadigal people of
Sydney Harbour.
To the Cadigal the site formed part of a strip of land along the western shore of Warrane
(Sydney Cove) which they called “Tallawolladah”. The fact that this area was named
denotes it as a special or particular place for the indigenous peoples of Sydney Harbour
before the coming of the Europeans.
The site is associated with George Street, which is the first road created in the settlement
and thus the oldest road in NSW. Globe Street is one of the earliest cross streets to George
Street. The history of George Street with its uses and changes since 1788, illustrate and
inform the aspirations and way of life of Europeans in Australia.
The Rocks precinct, which includes the subject site, was the earliest commercial centre of
the colony, and the continuous retail uses of 145-151 George Street and its predecessors
since the first decades of the foundation of the colony reflect the domestic trade and
provision of goods in the colony. Residential use, often above the shops, also reflected the
mixed use nature of the time.
The Rocks was impacted by the plague of 1900. The Observatory Hill Resumption Act
resulted in the resumption of large tracts of land. Post-plague re-development of The Rocks
saw the demolition of a large number of buildings and the construction of new buildings that
met health standards and requirements. 145 (constructed c.1889) was not impacted by this
urban development unlike the other buildings in the group to the south, which were rebuilt.

11

NSW Heritage Office, Assessing Heritage Significance, 2001.
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The site has associations with urban changes in Sydney generally, and The Rocks
specifically following the construction of the Sydney Harbour Bridge and the Cahill
Expressway and the City Rail link to Circular Quay in the mid-1950s. 145-155 George
Street has associations with the phase of redevelopment of The Rocks in the 1980s when
the precinct was transformed from local retail outlets into a major tourist attraction.
145 George Street on the corner with Globe Street, is a three storey face brick building
erected before 1889 as a shop and residence, and has local significance as an example of a
corner shop that operated as a grocer (Downton & Dyer Ltd), for a period of over eighty
years.
147 George Street is a three-storey face brick building erected 1914 as shops and offices.
Stylistically, the building is an example of a Federation Free Style building, typically using a
sandstone decorated gable, keystones and face brickwork. The item has significace at a
local level for its association with the provision and retail of fish to the local area,
continuously operating on the site for almost 70 years.
149-151 George Street is a three-storey face brick building erected in about 1912 as a shop
and offices. Stylistically, the building is an example of the transition between late Victorian
and the Federation periods. The upper parapet, sandstone quoins and keystones are
typical of Victorian period detailing, while the use of face brick is more typically a Federation
detail. The item has significance at a local level for its association with W A Grubb Pty Ltd
prominent wholesale butchers on the site (No.149-151) from 1905-1980s and who operated
branches throughout Australia. It also has significance for having purpose built offices on
the first and second floors.
153-155 George Street as a built element, reflects the angle in the alignment of the road
along its George Street frontage. The design and form of both the site and the building
expresses this alignment. As a result of the Resumption Act the New York Hotel of 1882
was demolished in 1907 and its replacement built in 1908 by its owners, Tooth & Co Ltd,
operated as a pub until the 1980s.
The items meet this Criterion at a STATE level of significance.

The historical significance of 145-155 George Street is demonstrated by its association with:
The George Street alignment and Globe Street intersection as the earliest roads
in the colony.
A number of design styles from the late 19th century to the early 20th century.
The continuity of commercial, retail and residential development in Sydney from
the earliest settlement of the colony.
Urban renewal and infrastructure development following The Rocks Resumption
after 1900.
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3.3

Criterion (B): Associational Significance

An item has strong or special association with the life or works of a person or group of
persons, of importance in NSW’s or the local area’s cultural or natural history.
145-151 George Street has associations with a number of retailers that occupied the sites
over a considerable amount of time:
WA Grubb & Co, butchers at No.147 (1907-1910) and No.149-151 (1912-mid
1980s);
Nicholas, A & Co, fishmonger at No.151 (1898-1911) and No.147 (1911-at least
to 1933);
Downton & Dyer Ltd, grocers at No.145 (Dyer, J from 1895-1917, Downton &
Dyer 1918-mid 1980s) and No.147 (1879-1891).
Of the above companies, WA Grubb & Co is well known as a butcher, operating branches
throughout Australia, and who started his company from the George Street address.
The items meet this Criterion at a LOCAL level of significance.

3.4

Criterion (C): Aesthetic / Technical Significance

An item is important in demonstrating aesthetic characteristics and/or a high degree of
creative or technical achievement in NSW or the local area.
The buildings of 145-155 George Street are aesthetically significant as an intact streetscape
grouping of late nineteenth and early twentieth century design. Individually the items are
distinguishable from one another and are contributory items to the historic streetscape of
The Rocks, collectively the grouping is significant for their landmark qualities. As a part of
the George Street townscape, the item provides landmark significance and a historic urban
backdrop as seen from the eastern side of Circular Quay and First Fleet Park and the
Sydney CBD, thus contributing to a defining spatial edge for the precinct.
The building located at 145 George Street has local significance as a representative
example of a commercial building designed in the Victorian Regency style. Stylistically, the
building is an example of the transition between late Victorian and Federation periods.
The East Elevation of 147 George Street, although substantially modified is a representative
example of a commercial building designed in the Federation Free Style. This item is of local
significance as a contributory item of this collection of buildings.
The building located at 149-151 George Street has local significance as a representative
example of a commercial building designed in the Late Victorian and early Federation style.
The building at 153-155 George Street has local significance as a representative example of
a building in designed in the Federation Free Style.
The items collectively meet this criterion at a STATE level.
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The aesthetic significance of 145-155 George Street is demonstrated by:
Individually the items are of local significance. Collectively they are of state
significance as a coherent and intact elevational composition within the historic
streetscape of The Rocks.
Landmark qualities that functions as the gateway to The Rocks on entering the
precinct from George Street.
The retention of late 19th and early 20th century façade detailing provides scale
and contrast to the backdrop of the CBD, and ‘bookends’ the George Street
frontage of buildings that comprise the historic precinct of The Rocks.
The items have significance as a backdrop to the Circular Quay precinct,
providing a built edge against First Fleet Park.

3.5

Criterion (D): Social Significance

An item has strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group in
NSW or the local area for social, cultural or spiritual reasons.
The items do not meet this Criterion.

3.6

Criterion (E): Research Significance

An item has potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of NSW’s
or the local area’s cultural or natural history.
The buildings at 145-155 George Street may retain evidence of the earliest and most
substantial phase of building on the subject site constructed by 1822. These early buildings,
located along the George Street frontage, comprised the stone Underwood Buildings, an
adjacent shop to the north and Thomas Moore’s house.
There is some probability of locating extant archaeological material from the Underwood
Building and shop complex either beneath or within the curtilage of 153-155 George Street.
It is likely this has been disturbed to some extent and may take the form of structural,
cultural or landscape features.
153-155 George Street operated as a hotel, and based on construction drawings of the
1980s (Figure 90) included a cellar that may still remain under the present ground floor.
Archaeological evidence from a series of cottages erected on the southern section of the
site during the 1820s-1830s may have survived later nineteenth and twentieth century
developments.
During the works for the DFS Galleria the area to the west of the item was excavated and
will not have any archaeological potential. The area under the item footprint will have had
disturbance as the current floor slab has been placed on ground. There may be low
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potential for archaeological remains at a deeper level, particularly under 153-155 George
Street, where there is a cellar.
The items meet this Criterion at a LOCAL level of significance.

The research potential of 145-155 George Street is demonstrated by:
Potential for remains of the earliest structures dating back to the 1820-1830s,
which were of substantial stone construction.
Documentary evidence suggests that the hotel at 153-155 George Street may
have a cellar remaining under the ground floor slab.

3.7

Criterion (F): Rarity

An item possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of NSW’s or the local area’s
cultural or natural history.
The buildings of 145-155 George Street are not rare in NSW or locally and as a group the
item does not meet this Criterion.

3.8

Criterion (G): Representativeness

An item is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of NSW’s or the
local area’s cultural or natural places, or cultural or natural environments.
The buildings of 145-155 George Street do not have representative significance in NSW or
locally and as a group do not meet this Criterion.

3.9

Statement of Significance

The group of buildings comprising 145, 147, 149-151 and 153-155 George Street are
considered to be of State Heritage Significance for their historical and aesthetic importance.
The site is located within The Rocks precinct which is of State significance as the location of
early European settlement since 1788. The subject sites are significant for their continuous
commercial occupation by Europeans since c.1820s. The items are associated with the
early street pattern of the colony, namely George Street and Globe Street.
The buildings have historic significance for association with several phases of late 19th and
20th century urban renewal, being:
The demolition and rebuilding of much of The Rocks following the 1900 plague
outbreak under the Observatory Hill Resumption Act;
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The infrastructure works for the construction of the Sydney Harbour Bridge, City
Railway link and the Cahill Expressway immediately south of the buildings, which
dramatically changed the visual curtilage of the group;
The buildings associations with large urban development proposals dating from
the period of the Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority.
The buildings are tangible evidence of the redevelopment of The Rocks in the last decade of
the 19th century and the first decade of the 20th century, the period before and after the
plague outbreak.
The facades of the four late 19th century and early 20th century buildings have streetscape
qualities and character that contribute aesthetically to the overall richness of a coherent and
harmonious brick and stucco group of buildings located within the context of The Rocks. The
group is an important part of The Rocks Heritage Conservation Area and is sympathetic in
scale and character as an extension of the buildings forming the significant setting of
George Street as a unified streetscape.
145-151 George Street has associational significance as retail outlets for a number of long
standing companies that had their beginnings on this site, including WA Grubb, Nicholas &
Co. and Downton & Dyer Ltd.
The subject site has scientific/research significance associated with the archaeological
potential of early structures of the Underwood Building and shop located on or near the site.
Potential archaeological remnants could exist beneath the building and date to the early
settlement of the colony.
The Statements of Heritage Significance of each of the buildings are as follows:
145 George Street has historic significance at a local level for its associations with Downton
& Dyer, a prominent local business that started as a grocery store in the late nineteenth
century, and developed as a wholesale business.
The East and North Elevations of 145 George Street has high aesthetic significance at a
local level associated with being a representative example of a Victorian Regency style
commercial building designed in the late nineteenth century, contributing to the aesthetic
and historic diversity of the George Street streetscape.
147 George Street was constructed in 1914, and has historic significance at a local level for
its associations with a grocery, the butcher, WA Grubb, and a fishmonger, Nicholas & Co.
The subject building is an example of the Federation Free Style with local significance in its
use of the arch as the dominant feature of the east elevation.
149-151 George Street was constructed in 1911-12, and has local significance as an
example of the transition between late Victorian and the Federation periods, as well as the
use of the arch as a dominant feature with a clear division of the facade into thirds. The site
has associational significance with WA Grubb & Co from 1912 after the company moved
from No.147.
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153-155 George Street, the former New York Hotel was constructed in 1908 for Tooth & Co
Ltd, and has historic significance at a local level for its associations with its use as a hotel
from 1873 to 1960: The Nil Desperandum Hotel (1873-1880) and the New York Hotels
(1882-1907 and 1908-1960). Physical evidence of its function as a hotel has been lost
except for a cellar that may remain under the ground floor slab.
The East Elevation of the former New York Hotel has aesthetic significance at a local level
associated with being a representative example of a Federation Free Style commercial
building designed in the first decade of the twentieth century and which contributes to the
aesthetic and historic diversity of the George Street streetscape.
Although the individual buildings of 145-155 George Street are considered to be of Local
significance historically and aesthetically, they are assessed collectively as being of State
significance for their contribution to the cohesive streetscape of George Street, The Rocks
precinct, and to the broader Circular Quay urban setting.
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PART 4
ANALYSIS OF EVIDENCE
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4.1

Historical Context

The history of the subject site and building should be read with reference to the broader
contextual history of The Rocks precinct. An overview of the history of The Rocks can be
found within The Rocks Heritage Management Plan and publication such as Anchored in a
Small Cove. – A history and archaeology of The Rocks, Sydney, Sydney Cove Authority,
1997.
A detailed history of the development of the subject site is found in Part 5.

4.2

Outline Chronology

Date

DFS Group, The Rocks

Pre-1788

“Tallowalladah”, part of the land of the Cadigal
people of Sydney Harbour

1788

Colonial settlement on the western shore of
Sydney Cove with the set out of tents along the
future George Street

1802

Establishment of Sergeant Major Row (George
Street) as the first road

1807

Globe Street (Suffolk Lane) established

1807

Subject land still vacant but owned by Surgeon
John White and Captain William Raven

1810

George Street named by Governor Macquarie

1831

Free land grants were abolished and the colonial
Government began the sale of “crown land” to
raise revenue. In the 1830s, the remaining
undeveloped allotments were subdivided.

1835

Mrs Underwood owns a row of shops and houses
on the subject site

1845

Brick and stone house on the corner of George
and Globe Streets (No.145), occupied by a grocer

1871

Mrs Underwood builds the Nil Desperandum Hotel
on the site of No.153-155 George Street
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Date

DFS Group, The Rocks

1882

Nil Desperandum renamed the New York Hotel

c.1889

No.145 re-built as a 3 storey brick shop and
residence

1891

George McEvoy erects 4 storey houses on the
Harrington Street site

1900

Observatory Hill Resumption Act in response to an
outbreak of the Bubonic plague

1900 – 1907

Harrington Lane built between George Street and
Harrington Street, with the removal of a number of
small structures

1903

After resumption, properties fronting George Street
are offered for public sale

c.1907

New York Hotel demolished

1908

No.153-155 rebuilt as the New York Hotel by
Tooth & Co Ltd

1908 – 1910

George Street, between Globe Street and
Grosvenor Street, widened to 80ft

1911

2 storey brick building erected on the lot at the rear
of No.145

1912

No.149-151 built

1914

No. 147 re-built

1932

Sydney Harbour Bridge opened

1939 – 1952

Construction of the Metropolitan Services Board
building (MCA) after demolition of the
Commissariat Stores

1956
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Date

DFS Group, The Rocks

1958

Cahill Expressway completed

1968

Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority
established

1970

Master Plan for The Rocks identifies the area for
redevelopment that includes the removal of
residential areas
Response to demolition in The Rocks are ‘Green

1973

bans’ by the BLF to stop construction
1984

Amended Master Plan issued by the Minister for
Planning and Development

1986

Plans for the subject site prepared for
redevelopment by Dino Burattini, architect for
Londish Properties Pty Ltd

c.1987

Amalgamation of the site for the DFS Galleria
complex

c.1988-1990

Construction of the DFS Galleria

1998

Changes carried out on the DFS Galleria

4.3

Relationship to Historic Themes

In order to better understand how 145-155 George Street developed, the history has been
approached thematically. This approach can provide contextual patterns, storylines and
associations in understanding its cultural values, which may not be obvious were a strictly
descriptive or chronological approach undertaken.
The NSW Heritage Office has developed 35 historic themes 12 to provide a context within
which the heritage significance of an item can be understood, assessed and compared. The
Australian Heritage Commission also has a Thematic Framework comprising nine Theme
Groups.13 The consistent organising principle for the Thematic Framework is activity.

Heritage Office & Department of Urban Affairs and Planning, History and Heritage – The Use of
Historical Context and Themes in Heritage Assessment.
13
Australian Heritage Commission, Australian Historic Themes – A Framework for Use in Heritage
Assessment and Management, Commonwealth of Australia, 2001.
12
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Australian Theme

NSW State Theme

Associated Elements / Issues

Developing Local,

Commerce

The items have associations

Regional and

operating as retail and commercial

NationalEconomies

premises: Butcher (at 145, 147 &
149-151), grocer (at 145 & 147),
fishmonger (at 147), as well as
uses such as tailor, bootmaker,
ironmonger, blacksmith and
greengrocer (at 149-151), and a
hotel (at 153-155) from 1865 to
the mid-20th century. The first
floor of 149-151 George Street
was used for commercial
purposes from 1912, known as
“Quay Chambers”.
The items continue to be used for
commercial and retail operations.

Building

Town, suburbs &

The site reflects the impact of the

settlements, towns

villages

Bubonic Resumption Act with

and cities

demolition of some lots and
reconstruction.

Developing

Leisure

153-155 operated as a hotel for

Australia’s cultural

over 80 years, with the function of

life

a social meeting place for the
inhabitants and workers of the
precinct.
Associations with the work of
Thea Rowe, actress and Principal
of a theatrical school c.1920-40s.

4.4

Curtilage & Setting

The subject site and building are situated within the historic Rocks precinct on the western
edge of Sydney’s Circular Quay. The curtilage and setting of The Rocks precinct is detailed
within The Rocks Heritage Management Plan Section 2.4.
The original historic curtilage included rear yards of the items fronting George Street, which
extended to Harrington Lane. This configuration remained up until the late 1980s (Figure 5 &
73). The curtilage was reduced to the west by the DFS Galleria development, which
included the demolition of a western portion of the buildings and the excavation of the rear
yard for the construction of an underground carpark, circulation stair and atrium (Figure 54).
Harrington Lane was removed with the DFS Galleria development and the current area of
the Galleria atrium approximates the area of the former rear yard of No.145, less so towards
No.149-151, to non-existent for No.153-155. A new western wall was constructed to define
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the rear of the four subject buildings and is the current demarcated line of curtilage of the
SHR listing (Figures 3 and 4).
The atrium space provides a form of expanded curtilage to help distinguish the historic
George Street buildings from the large commercial development to the west. Sufficient
similar curtilage should be retained in any future site redevelopment to maintain the values
of the heritage item for its long-term future, and to interpret the rear yards and Harrington
Lane.
Globe Street to the north of the subject site, extends from George Street up the hill to
Harrington Street. The street corner defines the northern end of the item and forms an
important element of The Rocks precinct, which reflects the historic street pattern
development over 200 years. This CMP proposes an expanded visual curtilage to include
Globe Street extending past Nurses Walk, and allowing for views down the road, past 145
George Street to Circular Quay. The proposed visual curtilage also extends to the kerb line
of George Street to encompass the footpath awning. Reference to Figure 4 also indicates an
updated SHR curtilage to include the historic curtilage.

4.5

Townscape and Streetscape

The buildings of 145-155 George Street form part of the edge of The Rocks precinct, which
is within the visual curtilage of Circular Quay as viewed from the east (Figure 11). The item
therefore, forms a part of the significant backdrop to the whole precinct of First Fleet Park
and Circular Quay. The predominant view to the east towards Circular Quay and the
harbour is defined by (Figure 5):
the City Circle Overhead Railway and the Cahill Expressway to the south, which
obscures the vista through to the CBD (Figure 7), and
a direct view to the east of First Fleet Park, which is obscured during the summer
months by deciduous tree planting along the eastern side of George Street and
within the park (Figure 8).
the Museum of Contemporary Art to the north which limits the view to East
Circular Quay and obscures the Opera House (Figure 9), however provides
glimpses of the Sydney Harbour Bridge.
The architectural design of 145 George Street addresses its corner location with its north
elevation facing Globe Street (Figures 10 & 12), a predominantly pedestrian access area
shared with the DFS Galleria underground car park exit (Figure 13). On the north corner of
Globe and George Streets is The Russell Hotel, an 1887 Queen Anne Style building with a
feature rounded turret on its south-eastern corner (Figure 14).
North of the site, with frontages to Harrington Street, Globe Street and the Nurses’ Walk is
Foreshore House (formerly the State Archives building). Associated with the construction of
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Figure 4
145-155 George Street: historical, SHR listing and proposed expanded visual curtilage
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Figure 5
145-155 George Street is shown cross-hatched within the setting of the site and precinct. Numbers represent
subsequent Figure numbers. Plan from c.1986
(Source: SHFA Dwg C11-32)
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the Archives building is the Globe Street stairs which connect to Harrington Street and
incorporate an electricity substation for the Archives.
The south elevation to 153-155 George Street forms the boundary of the item and the
adjacent laneway contains the entry to the DFS Galleria underground car park. A former
party wall, the south elevation reflects the demolition of buildings to make way for the Cahill
Expressway (Figure 15).

Figure 6
145-155 George Street: view north-west to the eastern façade with 153-155 George Street in the foreground.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775242)

Figure 7

Figure 8

View south-east from second floor to Sydney CBD,
obscured by Cahill Expressway and City Railway Line.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775249)

View east from second floor to Circular Quay and the
Harbour, obscured by trees in First Fleet Park.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775248)
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Figure 10
Figure 9
View north-east from second floor towards the Harbour,
obscured by the Museum of Contemporary Art building.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775250)

George Street view south-west to the East Elevation,
with Globe Street on the right.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775241)

Figure 11
View from east Circular Quay to the west, with the roofscape of 145-155 George Street above the tree line of First
Fleet Park.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775246)
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Figure 12

Figure 13

145 George Street front to Globe Street with the DFS
Galleria on the right.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775237)

Globe Street exit from the DFS Galleria car park with
the north façade of 145 George on the left SHFA.
(Source: Dataworks 775277)

Figure 14
The Russell Hotel at the northern corner of Globe and
George Streets.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775247)
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Figure 15
Southern façade of 153-155 George Street on the right
with the DFS Galleria carpark entry and DFS building
behind.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775251)
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4.6

Archaeological Potential

The site at 145-155 George Street may retain evidence of the earliest stone structures
(c.1822) known as the Underwood Buildings, including a shop to the north. There have
been a number of buildings constructed and demolished since that time and therefore may
have contributed to disturbance of the site resulting in reduced archaeological potential. No
archaeological assessment has been undertaken specifically for the subject sites, as the
area to the rear of the item has been disturbed during the 1980s for the construction of the
DFS Galleria building. The excavation for the carpark would have destroyed any
archaeological potential that may have existed in an area up to the western wall of the
subject site. However the extent of disturbance directly under the building footprint of the
item is not known and there has been some reference to potential significance under
No.153-155 in particular, which also includes a DA drawing indicating the existence of a
cellar (refer to Part 2.11).

4.7

Description of 145-155 George Street

4.7.1 Exterior
The four buildings comprising the subject items address the western side of George Street.
145 George Street, the northern most of the group also fronts Globe Street, and the
southern elevation of 153-155 George Street abuts the Circular Quay Station Railway
approaches and the Cahill Expressway viaduct. The buildings are a collection of 19th and
20th century brick structures of varying styles. As a group of three storey buildings they
present a cohesive streetscape with a lively, undulating parapet line broken by the small
tower of No.153 George Street (Figure 6). The row of buildings is unified by a suspended
awning which reflects the individual buildings through subtle changes, and 153-155 George
Street featuring a verandah style awning with posts which, although reconstructed, is based
on photographic evidence (Figure 83).
The shopfronts to all buildings are not original and date from the 1980s. There is a
shopfront detail drawing for 153-155 George Street dated 1985, which appears to have been
the basis for the design interpretation of all shopfronts. Based on a later drawing (Figure 88),
the shopfronts for 153-155 George Street were installed before the others in the group,
which were later in the decade when the whole site was redeveloped. The timber framed
window detailing appears to be based on photographic evidence of 153-155 George Street
(Figures 83 & 84), however the other buildings in the group had quite different shopfronts
(Figures 72, 77 & 81).
The ground floor of No.147 has been demolished to provide the George Street entry to the
DFS Galleria and the atrium behind the subject site (Figures 17 & 36). The western (rear)
sections of all the heritage buildings were demolished in the late 1980s for the
redevelopment works associated with the DFS Galleria. Figure 76 indicates the extent to
which the rear of these items was modified, including for excavation work. The remaining
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western walls shown in this image were also demolished and replaced with a new brick wall
as presented to the atrium of the DFS Galleria (Figure 50). The atrium separates, and
provides a forecourt between the subject item and the commercial tower of the DFS
Galleria.
The western elevation of stretcher bond face brickwork features non-original blind windows
that imitate the original fenestration on the northern and eastern facades. A stair and lift
within the atrium provides access to balconies on the first and second floor entries to the
commercial tenancies of the item (Figure 54). All the ground floor shops have secondary
entrances from the atrium or Galleria entry.
The north west elevation of 145 George Street has a non-original splayed corner that
repeats the original splay on the north east, and demarcates the point of construction
between the original elevation and the redevelopment phase of the late 1980s with the
construction of the DFS Galleria (Figure 12).
As a part of the Galleria, the commercial tower is a ten storey concrete framed and clad
building with three basement levels for carparking. The building footprint is the same width
as the subject item across the site between Globe Street and the Cahill Expressway (Figure
16). From the entry forecourt of the atrium space the DFS Galleria steps back in elevation
profile toward Harrington Street (Figure 15).

4.7.2

Interiors

Little of the interiors survive the late 1980s site redevelopment, with 147 George Street
being completely gutted at the ground floor level for the creation of the main DFS Galleria
entrance from George Street. The surviving interior fabric is limited to the subdividing
common walls and the fenestration of the exterior walls.

4.8

Description of 145 George Street

4.8.1

Exterior of 145 George Street

The building was constructed c.1889 in the late Victorian period of the Regency Style. The
building demonstrates the following features typical of this style:
symmetrical facades with simple forms,
sparse classical detailing and projecting moulding,
an articulated parapet concealing the roof behind,
smooth-textured face brickwork in English bond,
double hung windows, with small panes to the top sash.
The corner of the building is splayed at George and Globe Streets with similar fenestration
to the east and north elevations (Figures 10 & 12). The east and north façades have bays of
reproduced timber framed double hung sash windows on the first and second floors.
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Figure 16
145-155 George Street, East and North Elevations, drawing dated 2006 (Source: SHFA, ROX-419-AR-1010-C)
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Figure 17
Ground Floor Plan (Source: SHFA, part dwg. adapted CM+)
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Figure 18
Level 1 Plan (Source: SHFA, part dwg. adapted CM+)
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Figure 19
Level 2 Plan (Source: SHFA, part dwg. adapted CM+)
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Figure 20
Level 3 Plan (Source: SHFA, part dwg. adapted CM+)
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Figure 21
Roof Plan (Source: CM+)
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The upper sash of each window contains nine panes, whereas the bottom sash has a single
pane (Figure 22). Each window has a flat arch formed with voussoirs and decorative
painted ‘keystone’, and a projecting painted plaster sill with decorative moulding. The
parapets feature decorative finials on top of pilaster elements, located at each corner.
The western elevation of stretcher bond face brickwork features non-original blind windows
that imitate the original fenestration on the northern and eastern facades. The north west
elevation of 145 George Street has a non-original splayed corner that repeats the original
splay on the north east, and demarcates the point of construction between the original
elevation and the redevelopment phase of the late 1980s with the construction of the DFS
Galleria (Figure 12).
Adjacent to the north-eastern splayed corner on the ground floor, the detailing of the wall
indicates that a former opening has been infilled with brickwork (Figure 23). This is likely to
reflect a section of the former shopfront, removed before the 1980s. At the western end of
the northern façade, a plant room with metal grill has been inserted into the wall as well as a
fire stair exit, which were all part of the 1980s DFS development. Evident on the wall above
the plant room grille are headers of three former windows (Figure 23). Painted cement
render at the base of the ground floor is also a later addition associated with the 1980s
development and reflects the original ground line of the street.

Figure 22

Figure 23

145 George Street façade from the east.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775232)

Detail of 145 George Street from Globe Street. Note the
brick infill on the left, the intrusive concrete beam on the
right and carpark exit in the foreground.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775218)
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4.8.2

Interior of 145 George Street

Ground Floor - Retail
The occupant of the ground floor shop is a retail outlet that includes the first floor (Figures 26
& 28). The main entry and shopfront faces George Street where the original shop entry was
located (Figure 24). A second, non-original entry is located on the South Elevation and
connects to the Galleria arcade (Figure 25). The ground floor is open plan with change
rooms located in the northwest corner of the space.
The retail store has a contemporary fitout with plaster panelling and fixtures to the interior
walls. The concrete floor slab, which replaced the original timber structure, is finished with a
floating pine flooring system and marble tiling. The ceiling is plasterboard with a square set
cornice. Light fittings and air conditioning ducts are recessed within the ceiling (Figure 27).
A non-original flight of timber stairs to the first floor is located along the northern internal wall
(Figures 26 & 28).
First Floor – Retail
The First Floor comprises a retail level extension of the ground floor shop. The timber
framed double-hung sash windows are located on the north and east walls and are
replacement windows that date from the late 1980s and replicate the original window details
with a paint finish (Figures 28 & 29). Contemporary hanging and display fixings are located
along the internal walls. The non-original plasterboard ceiling has recessed light fittings,
while the floor has a timber floating floor and marble tiles over a concrete slab that replaced
the original suspended timber floor structure.
Second Floor - Office
The second floor is occupied by commercial offices that are an amalgamation of the top
floors of the buildings comprising 145, 147 and 149-151 George Street. The amalgamation
has been achieved by cutting openings in the original subdivision walls. The second floor of
145 George Street is accessed through a central office corridor along a north-south axis
(Figure 31), with entry to the premises via an external lift or external stair located within the
DFS Galleria atrium (Figures 54 & 55).
The office on the second floor repeats the window details of the first floor but is fitted out as
a commercial suite with a contemporary shower room in the north-west corner. All original
structural walls have cement render finish and are painted.
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Figure 24

Figure 25

145 George Street interior looking east to shopfront facing
George Street.
(Source:
SHFA Dataworks 775239)

145 George Street south entry from the Galleria arcade. (Source:
SHFA Dataworks 775241)

Figure 26

Figure 27

145 George Street ground floor with stair to first floor
retail level.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775240)

145 George Street ground floor looking west at retail
fitout.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775238)
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Figure 28

Figure 29

145 George Street – first floor, showing window on north
wall and stair connecting to the ground floor.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775235)

145 George Street – first floor, showing architraves
concealed by retail fitout. Note bottom sash covered in
translucent film.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775236)

Figure 30

Figure 31

145 George Street – 2nd Floor office showing reconstructed
timber framed window (1980s)
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775219)

2nd floor office showing arched opening through the
southern party wall of 145 and 147 George Street,
looking north.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775220)
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4.9

Description of 147 George Street

4.9.1

Exterior of 147 George Street

The building was constructed in 1914 of the Federation Free Style (Figure 32), and
demonstrates the following features:
an eclectic combination of elements, with details drawn or adapted from
Classical, Art Nouveau and Queen Anne styles and,14
English-bond face brickwork that has been partly surface-stained.
The building was substantially altered at Ground and First Floor levels to form a two storey
entry arcade to the DFS Galleria, designed and built in the mid to late 1980s.

Figure 33
Figure 32
147 George Street East Elevation. Note the main gallery
entrance to the Galleria DFS that replaced the original shopfront
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775225)

147 George Street detail of East Elevation. Note the infill
brickwork over the non-original clerestory glazing to the
entry arcade.
(Source:
SHFA Dataworks 775234)

14

Apperly, R, Irving, R, and Reynolds, P, A Pictorial Guide to Identifying Australian Architecture, Angus
& Robertson, Sydney 1989, p.138-9.
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Figure 34
149-151 George Street East Elevation. Note the sandstone
bracketed cornice with gable as well as the centre key stone.
Although the awning has been reconstructed it uses the original
anchor points.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775252)

Figure 35
149-151 George Street detail of East Elevation. Note the
stretcher bond brickwork of the centre panel as opposed to
the English bond brickwork generally.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775231)

There were further modifications in the late 1990s with the removal of the barrel vaulted
awning (Figure 79). The first floor elevation originally featured a verandah opening (Figure
71), but this was infilled with semi-circular glazing and brickwork to create the entry gallery
(Figure 32).
The Second Floor facade has retained much of the original design and fabric. Two French
timber framed doors lead to a recessed verandah. The painted metal handrail is part of the
original fabric and comprises vertical bars and a simple geometric central patterned panel.
Detailing to the building is restrained. The parapet to the low-pitched gable has sandstone
capping with the cornice edge featuring a decorative sandstone scroll. A sandstone
keystone is located in the brick voussoir arch over the Second Floor verandah opening. The
concealed roof is clad with corrugated metal sheeting.

4.9.2

Interior of 147 George Street

Ground Floor – Entry Gallery
The Ground Floor has the main entry gallery of the Galleria that has utilised the first floor
space of No.147, and leads from George Street to the atrium (Figures 36 & 37). The
contemporary ceiling is barrel vaulted with a painted plaster finish with reproduced period
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details. The concrete flooring, which replaced the original timber floor structure, is finished
with terracotta tiles as is the courtyard of the atrium. The walls of the arcade are lined with
display cases dating from the DFS Galleria fitout (Figure 38).

Figure 36

Figure 37

147 George Street looking east to the street from the
central atrium, with the glazed infill at the George Street
end of the arcade.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775221)

147 George Street ground floor arcade looking west to
the central atrium and entry to the DFS Galleria.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775222)

Figure 38
147 George Street ground floor arcade looking southeast to display cases along the southern wall.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775223)
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Second Floor - Office
The second floor is occupied by commercial offices, being an amalgamation of 145, 147 and
149-151 George Street. Two French doors connect to the verandah (Figures 39 & 40),
although there is a 500mm drop in level between the office floor and veranda level. This is a
consequence of the 1980s DFS development to combine the second floor of each of the
three buildings (145-151 George Street) as a single office space. As a result, the southernmost French doors are permanently closed (Figure 39), while a stair provides access to the
verandah from the north pair of French doors (Figure 40). The timber framed French doors
and fanlights date from the 1980s development, and appear to be based on the original
(Figure 81).
The second floor verandah has an original pressed metal ceiling mounted with
contemporary light fitting and sprinkler head (Figure 41). The verandah floor is finished with
non-original terracotta tiles with tile skirting. The external non-original eastern wall is face
brick while the side walls are painted cement render. The original decorative metal
balustrade is painted and in good condition (Figure 42). There is evidence of cracking in the
concrete verandah upstand, which finishes higher than the original structure.

Figure 39

Figure 40

147 George Street second floor office, with the south
pair of timber framed French doors to the verandah
inoperable due to the raised floor level – refer Figure 40.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775227)

147 George Street second floor office with steps down to
the verandah level. The level change indicates the floor to
147 George Street has been raised to allow for the
amalgamation of offices with those of 145 and 149-151
George Street.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775228)
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Figure 41

Figure 42

147 George Street – Second Floor verandah with face
brick and painted cement rendered walls. Pressed metal
ceiling is retained with 1980s light fitting and sprinkler.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775229)

147 George Street – Verandah with original decorative
steel balustrade. Note top of the external upstand beam
finishes above the bottom of the balustrade.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775230)

4.10

Description of 149-151 George Street

4.10.1 Exterior of 149-151 George Street
The building was built in 1912, of the Federation period (Figure 34) and demonstrates the
following features:
an eclectic combination of elements and details drawn or adapted from Classical,
Georgian and Queen Anne styles, 15
English-bond face brickwork, with the central brick recessed panel under the
gable featured in stretcher bond brickwork, and extending down to above the
awning level (Figure 35).
Detailing to the building is more elaborate than that of the adjacent facades in the group.
There is greater use of sandstone detailing with a gabled parapet and string course,
keystones to the central arch as well as to all the windows, and quoins that emphasise the
division of the facade into three vertical panels. The steep pitched gable roof facing George

15

Apperly, R, Irving, R, and Reynolds, P, A Pictorial Guide to Identifying Australian Architecture, Angus
& Robertson, Sydney 1989, p.138-9.
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Street has slates, but a metal deck roofing to the rear.
The painted metal handrails to the two recessed balconies are a part of the original fabric
(Figures 35 & 46), however the spandrel between the two balconies appears to have been
altered, probably to accommodate a new concrete slab floor. The north and south brick
walls of the balconies are original, but the western wall has been replaced, as has the
joinery.

4.10.2 Interior of 149-151 George Street
Ground and First Floor - Retail
The Ground and First Floors are used by the same retail outlet and do not retain any original
fabric. The new stairway is located in the same location as the original, against the south
common wall (Figure 43).
There is access to the first floor balcony facing George Street (Figure 47), where the west
wall has been completely replaced, both in brickwork and joinery. The other walls of the
balcony space, north and south, have original brickwork but the joinery doors are
reproductions. The pressed metal ceiling has been stepped, probably to accommodate a
new beam over (Figure 45).

Figure 43

Figure 44

149-151 George Street ground floor retail looking east to the
George Street entry with contemporary stair to first floor level
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775257)

149-151 George Street first floor view east to balcony fronting
George Street.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775254)

Second Floor - Office
The second floor is commercial office space with entry via the western elevation by an
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external lift and stair (Figure 50). The offices are accessed by a central hall on a north-south
axis, with steps down to 147 George Street to allow for the different floor levels of each of
the adjoining buildings. A fire stair, dating from the DFS Galleria fitout, is located on the
southern and western perimeters of the building. The ceiling is contemporary acoustic tiling
with concealed fluorescent lighting and air-conditioning grilles. The floor is concrete slab,
which replaced the original timber structure, and is covered with carpet.
The balcony facing George Street contains a pressed metal ceiling and the floor is finished
with paving tiles and the door threshold is new slate (Figure 47). The original decorative
metal balustrade is painted and in good condition (Figure 49).

Figure 45

Figure 46

149-151 George Street first floor balcony with stepped pressed metal
ceiling.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775255)

149-151 George Street first floor original metal balustrade
detail to balcony.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775256)

Figure 47

Figure 48

149-151 George Street second floor reproduced balcony door with
slate sill.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775259)

149-151 George Street second floor office entry looking
towards balcony.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775260)
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Figure 49
149-151 George Street detail
of second floor metal
balustrade on the eastern
façade.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks
775258)

Figure 50
149-151
George Street
West Elevation.
The façade has
been
completely
re-constructed
with introduced,
non-original
balconies.
(Source: SHFA
Dataworks
775261)

4.11

153-155 George Street

4.11.1 Exterior of 153-155 George Street
Located at the southern end of the group, the building was constructed in 1908 of the
Federation Free Style, and demonstrates the following features typical of this style:
asymmetrical informal massing and fenestration,
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a prominent skyline feature, such as a tower with a pyramidal roof,
an eclectic combination of elements and details drawn or adapted from Classical,
Art Nouveau and Queen Anne styles,
use of two principal materials that have contrasting colour and textures, of
brickwork and render, albeit that the brickwork is now painted,
use of windows of different shapes and sizes, generally double-hung with glazing
bars in the upper sash only.16
Viewed from George Street (Figure 51), the building has two major elements that splay at
the junction of the five storey tower and principal three storey building to allow for the
alignment of George Street. The tower and building elements have been painted different
colours to emphasise the elements. The decorative plasterwork has been painted in a
contrasting colour.
The awning was constructed in 1992, and unlike the other buildings in the group, has turned
timber posts with decorative metal brackets (Figure 52). The elevation is articulated with
original recessed porches that have decorative plaster arches, one porch at first floor level
and the other at second floor level (Figure 53).
The parapet design accentuates the central bay of the main section of the building, being
raised above that of the flanking bays. Curvilinear decorative plaster elements are located
on the parapet and have Art Nouveau styling. Similar decorative plaster elements are
located at the top of the tower, which is topped with a lantern and pyramidal roof clad with
corrugated metal sheeting.

Figure 51
153-155 George Street (former New York
Hotel). The building consists of the three
storey main section to the south and the
five storey tower element to the north.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775275)

16

Apperly, R, Irving, R, and Reynolds, P, A Pictorial Guide to Identifying Australian Architecture, Angus
& Robertson, Sydney 1989, p.138-9.
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Figure 52
153-155 George Street looking north, with verandah posts.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775270)

Figure 53
153-155 George Street detail of recessed porch on the second floor of the tower portion of the building.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775264)
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Figure 54

Figure 55

153-155 George Street West Elevation showing
staircase and balconies within the atrium space.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775274)

153-155 George Street within the atrium at the southern end
with stair access.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775273)

4.11.2 Interior 153-155 George Street
Ground Floor - Retail
A contemporary retail outlet is at ground level, with main entry from George Street and a
second entry located on the west elevation leading to the atrium (Figure 54). The shop is
fitted out with walnut panelling and fixtures to the interior walls (Figure 57). The floor is
finished with marble tiling over a concrete slab that replaced a timber floor structure. The
ceiling is plasterboard with ceiling mounted float cornice and recessed light fittings.
First Floor - Office
The first floor comprises commercial offices dating from the 1980s, with fire stairs located in
the south-western corner. A bathroom and kitchenette incorporate new fittings with ceramic
floor and wall tiles.
The timber framed double-hung sash windows located on the eastern wall are replacement
windows from the 1980s. Double-hung sash windows with four panels per sash are located
on the western wall and are new windows dating to the 1980s development (Figure 58). A
pair of non-original timber framed French doors (both with glass panels) lead to the porch
(Figure 59). Ceilings are acoustic tiles with concealed fluorescent lighting.
An original pressed metal ceiling with contemporary light fitting is located on the porch,
which has a floor finish of terracotta tiles. The original porch balustrade is rendered and
painted brickwork.
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Figure 56

Figure 57

153-155 George Street ground floor detail of shopfront
from within the atrium.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 7752)

153-155 George Street ground floor retail.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775266)

Figure 58

Figure 59

153-155 George Street first floor west façade window
detail.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775268)

153-155 George Street first floor interior with French
doors leading to porch facing George Street.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775267)

Second Floor – Retail Office
Similar to the first floor, the second floor is occupied by retail offices with entry via the atrium
from the western side of the building. A fire stair is located in the south-western corner.
Walls are plaster finished and painted. The eastern wall has timber-framed double-hung
sash windows that replaced the original during the DFS fitout. Double-hung sash windows
with four panels per sash are located on the western wall, dating from the 1980s
development. French doors and splayed fixed side lights to the porch are located in the
northern end of the office (Figure 60), and are replacements based on the original windows
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and doors. The porch contains an original pressed metal ceiling with contemporary light
fitting. The replacement concrete slab porch floor is finished with terracotta tiles, and the
original porch balustrade is rendered and painted brickwork.
Third Floor – Mechanical
Access to the tower is located against the north wall of the second floor office, via a steep
stair-ladder. The third level contains air-conditioning ducting. The timber frame double-hung
sash windows are painted and appear to be original. The floor and ceiling are unfinished
concrete slab. Walls are a combination of face brickwork and cement-rendered and painted
brickwork. This level also has access to the adjacent roof space, which has original rafters
and ceiling joists but has been modified into a truss configuration at the centre and west
section of the roof. The roofing battens indicate that the roof was originally clad with slate.
Fourth Floor – Cooling Tower
Access to the lantern is via a steep stair ladder. The room is used as a cooling tower for the
air-conditioning unit. All windows are timber framed replacements, and differ in that
openings either have louvres, fixed glass or no glass infill. Floors are concrete, and walls
and ceiling are timber farmed and lined with fibre cement sheeting.

Figure 60
153-155 George Street – Second Floor
with French doors to porch.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775272)
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4.12 Comparative Analysis
4.12.1 Introduction
Comparative analysis is undertaken to assess the values of a place and its elements in
relation to other places that share common themes and histories. This analysis will assist in
identifying the rarity of the items, individually and as a collection, and their relative
importance to the State.
Located adjacent to the port, The Rocks was suited to trade and was one of early Sydney’s
commercial centres. Shops are an integral part of the evolving pattern of the commercial
fabric of The Rocks. The subject items show continued commercial use, the development of
the urban fabric, and the importance of the harbour side to the commercial precinct of The
Rocks.
For a comparative analysis of 153-155 George Street, hotels historically proliferated in The
Rocks and many remain in the area and are listed as heritage items including the following:
The Brooklyn Hotel, 229 George Street, The Rocks; and
Observer Hotel, 69 George Street, The Rocks.
This comparative analysis also seeks to identify similar groupings which contribute to the
streetscape qualities of areas beyond The Rocks.

4.12.2 Comparison of the former New York Hotel with other Hotel
Buildings
The Brooklyn Hotel & Johnsons Corner, 229-235 George Street, Sydney
The Brooklyn Hotel & Johnsons Corner are of State heritage significance for their historical,
scientific and cultural values, and for their contribution to The Rocks area (Figure 61).
Constructed in 1912, the Brooklyn Hotel & Johnsons Corner are significant for their facade
and shopfront, which are typical of the Federation Free Style, with bay windows and a deep
recessed verandah, the whole surmounted by a gable end with stone trim detailing. The top
verandah is flanked by two Ionic columns in a picturesque manner. The whole facade has
high quality stone detailing. The awning forms an important part of this composition and the
shopfront below, which is probably contemporary with the building, is unique. The interiors
of the ground and first floor bars are significant and well designed for their purpose.
Comparison: Both the former New York Hotel and the Brooklyn Hotel are designed in the
Federation Free Style within 4 years of each other. The face brickwork and stonework of the
Brooklyn Hotel is exposed, while that of the former New York Hotel has been paint finished.
Although the parapet of the Brooklyn Hotel and Johnsons corner buildings have varied
heights, it is coherent with gable fronted motifs, reflecting that they were built at the same
time, unlike the buildings at 145-155 George Street.
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The Brooklyn Hotel and Johnsons Corner, and 145-155 George Street have both been the
subject of major urban renewal at a similar time. The redevelopment intervention to 145-155
George Street is less successful, as No.147 has been compromised at ground and first
floors, and very little of the internal fabric remains. The Brooklyn Hotel continues to function
as a hotel with ground and first floor bar areas.

Figure 61
Brooklyn Hotel, 229 George Street, The Rocks. Johnsons Corner is on the left.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 775244)

The Observer Hotel, 69 George Street, The Rocks
The Observer Hotel and site are of State heritage significance for their aesthetic, historical
and scientific cultural values (Figure 62). The site and building are also of State heritage
significance for their contribution to The Rocks.
Constructed in 1908-09, the Observer Hotel demonstrates the rebuilding of The Rocks in the
post-plague era and is a well-preserved example of a small, one-bar hotel. Despite a
number of alterations, the hotel is remarkably intact on the first and second floors and the
original layout and most of the details are discernible and retrievable on the ground floor.
The Observer Hotel, which boldly addresses the corner of George Street and Mill Lane in
the Federation Free Style, contributes to the historic and architectural diversity of the
George Street streetscape. The footpath awning reflects social and legislative changes
regarding shelter of footpaths and society's attitude towards 'restoration' of 'original' detail.
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Comparison: The Observer Hotel is similar to the former New York Hotel in that both are
designed in the Federation Free style and around the same time, as well as being built by
the same brewing company, Tooth & Co. The Observer Hotel is a corner building while the
former New York Hotel was designed with only one exposed façade, but both have
verandah posts. Unlike the former New York Hotel, the Observer Hotel retains the exposed
brickwork and still functions as a hotel with intact interiors.

Figure 62
Observer Hotel, 67-69
George Street, The
Rocks.
(Source: SHFA
Dataworks 775245)

Summary – Hotels in The Rocks
Given the historical proliferation of hotels in The Rocks, there are numerous extant hotel
buildings, although often adapted for other uses, similar to the New York Hotel. Most hotels
have retained their hotel frontage at street level. The former New York Hotel was delicensed in 1960 and has since operated commercially as a restaurant and currently as a
retail outlet. No evidence of the former hotel function is retained in either the interior or
exterior of the former New York Hotel.
The former New York Hotel is an example from a group of hotels in The Rocks that have
been adaptively re-used for alternative functions. These include the former ASN Co Hotel,
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91 George Street (1891 - Victorian Italianate), and the former British Seamen's Hotel, 39-43
Argyle Street (1886 – Victorian Free Style).
The surviving facade of the former hotel provides evidence of its unique design, which is a
notable element in the streetscape of George Street. However the New York Hotel cannot
be considered rare in its own right, nor is it unusual as a part of a group of coherent
buildings, as it is often the case with hotels in The Rocks.

4.12.3 Comparison of 145-155 George Street with other streetscape
groupings
34-50 Oxford Street, Darlinghurst
This group of shop and office buildings comprises three individual heritage-listed buildings,
viz. No 34-36, No.38-46, and No.48-50, built circa 1911-12, each in its varying Federation
Free architectural style with features typical of that period (Figure 63). The buildings are
either two or three-storeys, with a symmetrical façade in face brickwork and sandstone trim.
The brick façade of No.38-46 is painted. The shopfronts are protected by cantilevered
awnings supported from metal trusses. Generally, the ground floor retailing areas have
been modified while the upper levels are mostly intact. The buildings at No.34-36 and
No.48-50 are good examples of works by the architectural branch of the Municipal Council
of Sydney. Together, the group with its individual Federation Free facades and features
contributes to the streetscape along the northern side of Oxford Street.
No.34-36, the Exchange Hotel, is one of several hotels purpose-designed and erected by
the Municipal Council of Sydney in 1911. The site has been used continuously for a hotel
since the 1870s, which is comparable to the premises of the Former New York Hotel at
No.153-155 George Street, The Rocks that was used as hotel from 1873 until 1960.

Figure 63
34 -50 Oxford Street, Darlinghurst (Source: Google Map)
34 Oxford St (Exchange Hotel)
38-46 Oxford St (Federation Free Style Commercial Building)
50 Oxford St (Pearsons, c.1910).
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313-317 Glebe Point Road, Glebe
A group of two-storey brick buildings purpose built with ground floor retail and residences on
the first floor (Figure 64). A disparate group located on the eastern side of Glebe Point
Road, which includes Federation, Edwardian and Interwar styles, including a three storey
apartment building at one end. At ground level the group has a street alignment typical of
strip shopping, including suspended awning, but is marked by different styles of roof and no
parapets. Although the group is similar to the subject item in that it comprises structures built
individually, it does not have the same coherence.

Figure 64
313-317 Glebe Point Road, Glebe.

357-363 Hunter Street, Newcastle
A group of two, three and four-storey face brick shops and commercial buildings built in the
early to interwar period of the first half of the 20th century (Figure 65). In close proximity to
the Newcastle Civic Centre, the buildings have relatively simple street façades when
compared with that of the subject item in The Rocks. The site includes a hotel on the corner
with a carpark to the east and civic plaza to the west.
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Figure 65
357-363 Hunter Street, Newcastle.

4.12.4 Comparative discussion
In making a comparison between the above examples in different locations, but within a
similar timeframe, 145-155 George Street demonstrates the following features:
Each building has a distinct architectural style;
They are all three storeys high, except No.153-155 having a tower;
The group has a consistent roof/parapet line with the exception of the tower;
Consistent shopfront materials and design;
They are perceived as a group, with a distinct south end point with the Cahill
Expressway, and the north end point designed to turn the corner into Globe
Street.
The difference with the Brooklyn Hotel and Johnsons Corner group, is that it was built at the
same time and therefore has more consistent design detailing. The examples from other
locations have a mixture of structures built at different times, such as in Oxford Street, Glebe
and Newcastle. However the subject item has a coherence despite the different styles
within the group, probably assisted by being three storeys, and as per the points above, the
group has distinct end points, and a consistent top line parapet and a bottom line of
shopfronts with awning. The building that differs more than the others, No.153-155, is
assisted by the fact that the street line changes with that part of the group.
A comparison with a number of other building groups indicates that the item is relatively
unusual for its coherence, given that the individual building components were constructed
independently at different times, and may be considered quite rare.
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ILLUSTRATED HISTORY
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5.1

Introduction

The historic overview of the site and its context have been taken from secondary sources,
adopted from George Street North, The Rocks, Sydney: an Historical and Archaeological
Study 1788-1980 (1989) prepared by Grace Karskens and The Rocks Heritage
Management Plan, Volume 2 (2001) prepared by Godden Mackay Logan for the Foreshore
Authority.

5.2

Methodology

In preparing this report, secondary source and research material was used and included
archaeological assessments and reports for the subject site and surrounding areas. Historic
photographic collections and plans held at the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority
archives’ were referred to in the preparation of the report. A Sands Directory search was
undertaken to establish the occupancy of the site.

5.3

Authorship of this Section

Lynette Gurr, heritage specialist prepared the history section of the report which is taken
from the 2007 CM+ Conservation Management Plans .

5.4

History Sources

Godden Mackay Logan, The Rocks Heritage Management Plan, Volume 2 – Background
Papers, prepared for SHFA, 2000.
Karskens, Grace, Inside The Rocks, The Archaeology of a Neighbourhood, Sydney, Hale
and Iremonger Pty Ltd, 1999.
Kass, Terry, The Socio-Economic History of Millers Point, prepared for NSW Department of
Housing, 1987.
Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority, The Rocks Heritage Management Plan – Volume 1,
April 2010.

5.5
5.5.1

Development of The Rocks
Early Development of The Rocks 1788-1830

George Street was one of the earliest roads in the colony and its configuration originated
from the alignment of tents erected in the first six weeks following the landing in January
1788. Rows of tents were set out by Governor Phillip on the western side of Sydney Cove.
Separate men’s and women’s convict tents were erected in George Street, near today’s
Four Seasons Hotel (formerly the Regent Hotel) and Grosvenor Place office block. Another
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group of tents was located south of what became Bridge Street.17
The early structures built along George Street were largely temporary and included canvas
tents, bark and timber slab huts, as well as wattle and daub huts. Lieutenant Dawes
established an observatory at Dawes Point and an informal track was established from the
Dawes Point Battery along the western shore of Sydney Cove. By 1797 the Government
dock and shipyard formed the eastern side of George Street.
By 1802, the track had developed as the first road in the settlement and was known as
Sergeant Major’s Row (now George Street). Argyle Street was established in 1802 and
Suffolk Lane (now Globe Street) was established in 1807 forming the earliest cross streets. 18
By 1807, the road was recorded as High Street with the subject site facing Market Place
(Figure 66). In 1810, Governor Macquarie renamed the road George Street.
James Meehan’s Survey of 1807 indicates that the subject site was part of the area first
occupied by Surgeon General John White at Lot No 4 and Captain William Raven at
Lot No 5.
In the early 1820s, over 1,200 people lived in The Rocks, which accounted for almost onequarter of Sydney’s population and housing stock.19 Along the western alignment of George
Street, the commercial area became increasingly well established. However, the area
between Globe and Argyle Streets was still open space.

5.5.2

Development of The Rocks 1830s-1899

By the 1830s, Sydney had developed as a bustling port and whaling and merchant ships
were docking at Sydney Cove, Dawes Point, Millers Point and Walsh Bay. Whalers, sailors
and dockside workers congregated in The Rocks area. In the early 1800s, most of Sydney’s
fifty taverns were located there.20
In 1831, free land grants were abolished and the colonial Government began the sale of
‘crown land’ to raise revenue. In the 1830s, the remaining undeveloped allotments were
subdivided. By the early 1840s, much of The Rocks had passed into private ownership.
Eliza Walker described the subject precinct of George Street in the 1840s as “the business
end of town”, with various clothiers, drapers, grocers, fruiterers, confectioners, bakers, inns
and eating houses and where tradesmen lived and worked in their premises.21

17

The Rocks Heritage Management Plan, Volume 2, Background Papers, p.26
Karskens G, “George St North, The Rocks, and Historical and Archaeological Study 1788-1980s”,
prepared for Conybeare Morrison and Sydney Cove Authority, November 1989, p.7
19
The Rocks Heritage Management Plan, Volume 2, Background Papers, p.27
20
Karskens G, 1989; p.9
21
Karskens G, 1989; p.12
18
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Figure 66
J Meehan Survey of
the Town of Sydney
1807, showing The
Rocks (location of
the subject site
circled). No built
structures are
recorded on the
subject site.

Figure 67
Joseph Fowles, Sydney in 1848, showing Lower George Street streetscape, Globe Street to Brown Bear Lane. The
subject site (circled) is depicted as a two-storey corner store adjacent to a three-storey row terrace development

From the 1840s onwards, the rise of a new middle class led to a radical change in social and
cultural outlook. The development of rail transport enabled the middle class to move to the
suburbs while the poorer classes remained in town. During and after the gold rush, the
building stock in The Rocks was built hurriedly and was of poor quality.22 From about the
1860s, George Street (North) began to lose its commercial status as larger and more
impressive shops, banks and offices were built further south.

22

Karskens G, 1989; p.13
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From the 1850s through to the 1880s, the remaining gaps in the streetscape of George
Street (North) were filled, usually with row houses or shops.
By 1879, buildings marked out much of the road’s alignment, although at the northern end
there were still natural rock escarpments and bushland around Campbell’s Wharf and
Dawes Point.

5.5.3

Development of the Precinct with Resumption, Demolition and
Reconstruction: 1900-1960

By the late 19th century, The Rocks was in decline and no longer the focus of shipping and
business. In 1900, Sydney experienced an outbreak of bubonic plague. This provided the
government with an opportunity to resume private property throughout The Rocks under the
Observatory Hill Resumption Act of December 1900. The Rocks Resumption Board
organised the demolition of whole tracts of residential housing.
In 1903, after resumptions, property fronting George Street was offered for public sale.
Between 1900 and 1907, Harrington Lane was constructed between George and Harrington
Streets and replaced a laneway, known as Charlton Passageway (Figure 73). The creation
of Harrington Lane resulted in the removal of a number of small buildings between Charlton
Court and Underwood’s building (New York Hotel site) and the removal of the building
located east of the wool store in Globe Street.23
Within the subject site, bounded by Globe Street and the Cahill Expressway viaduct, 145
George Street was the only 19th century building to survive slum clearances. The other
buildings within this precinct were demolished and re-built in the 20th century following land
resumptions and subsequent sales.24
Buildings to the south of the subject site were demolished between 1906 and 1907 including
the New York Hotel, located at 153-155 George Street.25
The Rocks Resumption Board and the Sydney Harbour Trust additionally embarked upon a
program of street straightening and widening.26 Between 1908 and 1910, George Street
(North), between Globe and Grosvenor Streets, was widened to a maximum of 80 ft
(24.4m).
In 1911, a two-storey brick office building was erected to the rear of 145 George Street.

23

cited Environmental Impact Statement, Proposed Development of the Globe Street Site (C11),
TheRocks, Appendix 2, Section 3.2.2
24
Godden Mackay, Proposed Alterations, DFS (Australia) 155 George Street, The Rocks, H, Impact
Statement, May 1997, p.2
25
Cited in Environmental Impact Statement, Proposed Development of the Globe Street Site (C11), The
Rocks, Appendix 2, Section 3.2.2 (reference: Album of Photographs ML F981.1/N1901 and Fox and
Assoc: Globe Street Precinct: Outline Historic Research)
26
G Karskens, “George St North, The Rocks, and Historical and Archaeological Study 1788-1980s”,
prepared for Conybeare Morrison and Sydney Cove Authority, November 1989, p.27
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Figure 68
Image showing the demolished site of 149-151 George Street. To the right is the former 2 storey building at 147
George Street occupied by a butcher. As the New York Hotel (to the left) was constructed in 1908, this photograph
was taken after that date, possibly 1911. (Source: SHFA Dataworks 33972_GE09)

Figure 69
Image of the collective group of subject buildings, undated (after 1918). Note the painted sign, “Grocer”, above the
first floor window of No.145; the sign “A.Nicholas & Co” on the awning of No.147; and the sign “WA Grubb & Co” on
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the awing of No.147-151. Also visible is the projecting building to the rear of No.145, since demolished
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 34045_GE35)

Between 1930 and 1960, three further dramatic changes affected the context of the subject
sites. The changes being:
Construction of the Sydney Harbour Bridge (opened 1932);
Demolition of the Commissariat Stores and the taxation building, and the
construction of the Metropolitan Services Board building (current MCA) between
1939 and 1952;
Construction of the Cahill Expressway (completed 1958), which served to isolate
George Street, The Rocks, from the remainder of the city.
With the exception of the site immediately adjacent to the New York Hotel, the land to the
south was resumed for the construction of the Cahill Expressway and Circular Quay railway
station (officially opened 28 March 1958).

5.5.4

Development in The Rocks: 1960-1980

Restoration of The Rocks commenced following the establishment of the Sydney Cove
Redevelopment Authority in 1968. The SCRA subsequently exhibited their redevelopment
proposal to remove residential areas throughout The Rocks. The subject site was originally
identified as a development site in the 1970 Master Plan for The Rocks, issued by the
Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority, which allowed for a development to a maximum
height of RL 140 metres. The residents developed “A People’s Plan” to revitalise the city
through the return of residents and an extensive programme of historic preservation. 27 In
1973, Green Bans and resident action groups battled with the police and the SCRA in the
‘Battle for The Rocks’ and stopped further demolition. Revised plans for The Rocks were
drawn up in consultation with interested parties including The Rocks Residential Action
Group, Builders Labourers Federation, the National Trust, the Royal Australian Institute of
Architects, the NSW Department of Tourism and the Federal Minister for Urban and
Regional Development.
New Control Drawings under the amended Master Plan were issued by the Minister for
Planning and Environment in August 1984, which reduced the building envelope for the site
to a maximum height of 60 metres. In September 1984, the Sydney Cove Redevelopment
Authority made the site available for development and five consortiums submitted
development proposals. New guidelines were developed for the site, including reducing the
maximum permitted building height to 40 metres.28

27

The Rocks Heritage Management Plan – Volume 2 – Background Papers, p.41
Planning Workshop, Environmental Impact Statement, Proposed Development of the Globe Street
Site (C11), The Rocks, (prepared September 1986), p.1
28
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Figure 70
145, 147, 149-151 George Street in the early 1980s. The occupants of No.145 is Downton & Dyer, Wholesale
Grocers, No.147 is J. Pantano Seafood & Poultry and the occupant of No.147-151 is WA Grubb, Butchers.
(Source: SHFA Datawork 152470_GS8)

Figure 71
c.1985 measured drawing of the East Elevation of 145-151 George Street by the Sydney Cove Redevelopment
Authority. Note the 1st floor balcony of No.147 before the alterations as well as the location of the anchor points for
the awning tie rods. The Ground Floor shows the installation of a vehicular access to No.147 but with the original
location of the shopfront door on the left. (Source: SHFA ROX-419-AR-0081-OD)
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5.6
5.6.1

History of Occupation of the Subject Site
Initial Development of the Site

Around 1835, Mrs Underwood was the owner of a row of three-storey stone shops and
houses each with seven rooms on the subject site. By 1845, a two-storey stone and brick
house was constructed at the corner of George Street and Globe Street (now 145 George
Street). This was depicted in 1848 by the artist Joseph Fowles who sketched the streets of
Sydney. Figure 68 shows his depiction of George Street between Globe Street and Brown
Bear Lane. In the sketch, the site of 145 George Street is depicted as a two storey building
on the southern corner of George and Globe Streets, occupied by “W Cussen, Family
Grocer”, adjacent to an elegant three storey terrace. However, this depiction does not
reflect the 1849 description of the west side of George Street as a “garden yard” located on
the corner of Globe Street, with houses and shops built on different setbacks.29
By 1891, George McEvoy had erected houses on the Harrington Street frontage of the site,
comprising four storey buildings constructed of brick and stone with slate roofs.
Prior to the 1980s, buildings which occupied the rear of the site include the State Rail
Authority depot, a motor garage on Globe Street and a decorated face brick wall with
decorative detailing along Harrington Street. A 1984 demolition plan (Figure 73) indicates
the layout of the buildings that occupied the site before the 1987 DFS development as well
as the configuration of Harrington Lane before being incorporated into the development.
In the late 1980s, the subject site was amalgamated within the boundaries of George,
Harrington, Globe Streets and the Cahill Expressway, under the one title to become part of
the DFS Galleria, a duty free retail complex and offices.

5.6.2

145 George Street

By 1845, a two storey stone and brick house was constructed at the site of 145 George
Street. The Sands Directory search undertaken on 145 George Street notes that a butcher
shop operated at 145 George Street, from 1865 through to 1891. A listing indicates that a
tallow and hide merchant operated from the site in 1870. There were four storey residences
erected on the Harrington Street frontage. The Sands Directory shows that from 1879,
Jesse Dyer operated a grocery store at 143A George Street, the building immediately to the
south of the subject site (147 when street numbers changed in 1882).
By 1889 a three storey brick shop and dwelling was erected on the site (based on a
photograph of Circular Quay at that time).30 The premises was not listed in the Sands
Directory until 1893. From 1894, the building operated as a grocery store and wholesale

29

Karskens G, ‘George St North, The Rocks, and Historical and Archaeological Study 1788-1980s’,
prepared for Conybeare Morrison and Sydney Cove Authority, November 1989, p.11
30

Clark M, A Short History of Australia, 1992. p.153
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grocer when Jesse Dyer moved his grocery store to 145 George Street, and operated under
that name until 1910. In 1911, a two-storey brick office building was erected to the rear of
145 George Street.
Between 1911 and 1917, the listing changes the name to HJ Dyer, grocer. From 1918, the
store was listed as Downton and Dyer Ltd, grocers and continued to be listed in the Sands
Directory until 1933. Photographic evidence from that date to the 1980s indicates that
Downton and Dyer, Wholesale Grocers, were the last occupants of the premises (Figure
70). The building therefore operated continuously as a shop operated by the Dyer family
from 1894 until the 1980s when the company moved to Alexandria to a purpose-built
warehouse.
Downton & Dyer became a major dry food supplier31, and in 1986 Tatale Pty Ltd acquired
the Downton & Dyer operations. Downton & Dyer was then relocated to Arncliffe in

Figure 72
A 1980s photograph showing 145
George Street with the awning
removed. The shopfront may
also have been altered. Note the
painted sign on the brickwork
above the first floor windows has
been removed. (Source: SHFA
Dataworks 152477_GS16)

31

http://www.downtonanddyer.com.au/profile
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Sydney’s southern suburbs joining a sister company Arncliffe Freezer. Downton & Dyer
acquired land at 51-53 Bourke Road, Alexandria and constructed a large purpose-built
warehouse from which it currently operates. Contact was made with the company to
enquire about archival records and historical resources, but no information is held by the
company associated with its period in The Rocks.

Figure 73
1984 demolition plan for the rear of the site, shown shaded, by the Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority. Note
the original configuration with Harrington Lane, now the DFS building, as well as the projecting rear section of the
building in to Globe Street – refer Figure 5.4. (Source: SHFA ROX-419-AR-0068-OD)
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Figure 74
Photograph showing 145 and 147 George Street showing the removal of the western section of the building during
the late 1980s DFS development works. (Source: SHFA Dataworks 152489_GS28)

Figure 75
145, 147, 149-151 George Street, showing the west elevation of these buildings and the adjacent buildings during
the late 1980s DFS development works. (Source: SHFA Dataworks 152478_GS17)
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Figure 76
Excavation to the west of the subject sites for the DFS development, 1987.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 152480_GS19)

Tenancy Card Register
The Foreshore Authority’s Tenancy Card Register holds no listing for 145 George Street,
The Rocks.
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147 George Street
In 1861, William Ogolvie occupied 147 George Street (then known as 143 George Street)
and used the building as a ‘Bowling Alley’ 32.
A Sands Directory search on the site indicates that the site was occupied by a series of retail
businesses that served the local community. These include butchers, grocers and
fishmongers. It is apparent in the examination of the wider Sands Search (Appendix) that
several of the occupants have moved from one George Street address to another, all in
close proximity.
The Sands Directory notes that from 1877 until 1891, Jesse Dyer operated a grocery store
on the subject site. From 1894, Jesse Dyer opened a store in the building immediately
north, at 145 George Street, on the corner of Globe and George Streets. The site of 147
George Street was occupied by various butchers from 1894 until 1910.
From 1905-1910, the two storey building at 147 George Street was occupied by the butcher,
WA Grubb & Co., which had stores throughout the suburbs of Sydney. The building was
subsequently demolished and reconstructed in 1914. In 1911-12, WA Grubb & Co moved to
the newly constructed building immediately south of the subject site at 149-151 George
Street.
In 1911 the building was occupied by Nicholas & Co, fishmonger, and remained there for
three quarters of the 20th century, until at least 1933 under the name Nicholas & Co and J
Pontano, Seafood and Poultry Distributors. Photographic documentation indicates that in
the 1980s, the occupant of the shop was J. Pantano, Seafood and Poultry Distributors
(Figure 81).
There is no documented history of who occupied the upper levels of the building, although it
is possible that they were used as residential accommodation.
During the 1980s’ development phase, the East Elevation and the interior of 147 George
Street were altered radically (Figures 77, 78 and 79). The ground floor and first floors were
demolished to create a double height arcade to the courtyard entry for the DFS Galleria.
The East Elevation was modified with the first floor verandah removed and infilled with
brickwork, and a barrel vaulted awning to reflect the galleria arcade through the building.
Tenancy Card Register 1927 – 1960
No Tenancy Card Register was located for 147 George Street, The Rocks.

32

See Sands Directory information in Section 2.4.1 of this report.
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Figure 77
Photograph
showing 147
George Street
with awning
intact (including
pressed metal
lining) and
modified
shopfront –
1980s. A roll-adoor vehicular
entry replaced
part of the
shopfront and
alteration to
footpath kerb to
accommodate
vehicular
access.
(Source: SHFA
Dataworks
152474_GS12)

Figure 78
1985 measured drawing of floor plans of 147 George Street by the Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority indicating
the original configuration of the building up to that time and before the demolition of the rear section in about 1987.
(Source: SHFA ROX-419-AR-0082-OD)
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Figure 79
1991 photograph of the DFS Complex with the barrel vaulted awning to 147 George Street, The Rocks. Note the
decorative columns to either side of the entry arcade. (Source: SHFA Dataworks 260525)

5.6.3

149-151 George Street

The site was occupied by a series of businesses that served the local community that
included butchers, grocers and fishmongers. It is apparent in the examination of the wider
Sands Search (Appendix) that several of the occupants have moved from one George
Street address to another.
The Sands Directory notes that from 1879 until 1897, Frederick Christensen operated a
fishmonger at No. 151, while at No 149 various retailers operated a grocer, a ‘fruiterer’,
restaurant and a tobacconist up until 1911.
At 151 George Street, an “A Nicholas & Co” managed an oyster saloon and fishmonger
business, from 1898 until 1911. From 1898, the fishmonger at No 151 was taken over by A
Nicholas & Co, up to 1911 when they moved to No 147.
In 1911, the tenements to 149 and 151 George Street were demolished (Figure 69) and
replaced with the current three-storey building. 149-151 George Street was occupied by a
number of retailers, including a fishmonger, up until the current building was built between
1911 and 1912. From 1912, WA Grubb & Co moved from 147 George Street to the new
premises of 149-151 George Street until the 1980s when the whole site was redeveloped.
WA Grubb & Co was the last butcher to occupy the site (Figure 81).
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Between 1912 and 1933, the “Quay Chambers” was listed in the Sands Directory as located
at 151a George Street, between WA Grubb & Co butchers and the New York Hotel.
Photographic evidence identifies the Quay Chambers not as a separate building, as has
been interpreted in earlier histories, but was located in the upper levels of 149-151 George
Street. The Quay Chambers was occupied by various tenants, including music teachers
and customs agents. Figure 81 shows advertising for the services of “Mischa Goflin, Violin
and Piano” adjacent to a door at the southern end of the building which led to the upper level
of 151 George Street. The last year of the Sands Directory of 1933 has one of the tenants
listed as AJ Williamson.

Figure 80
1930 photograph showing 149-151 George Street on the right with the New York Hotel in the centre and the New
York Theatre on the left. Note the advertising for “WA Grubb & Co” on the awning and that of “Mischa Goflin, Violin
and Piano” between the 1st and 2nd Floor spandrel. At this time, all the doors are half-glazed panel doors.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 34276_GE75)

Considerable changes occurred to the building in the 1980s phase of development. The
East Elevation remained relatively intact except for the replacement of the awning and the
re-building of the west wall of the balconies on the first and second floors. The ground and
first floors were refurbished for combined retail use, and the second floor was combined with
145-147 as office space with access from the atrium courtyard of the DFS Galleria.
Tenancy Card Register 1927–1960
No Tenancy Card Register was located for 149-151 George Street, The Rocks.
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Figure 81
Detail photograph of 149-151 George Street, dated 1983, showing the altered shopfront and the dilapidated state of
the awning, later to be demolished. Note the half-glazed panel door on the left, which was the entrance to the
stairwell, and later period doors to the butcher shop. (Compare to Figure 5.15)
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 47577_GEM14)

Figure 82
Detail photograph of 149-151 George Street showing the ‘Wunderlich’ pressed metal soffit of the shopfront awning,
later to be demolished. Note the reduced width of awning for 147 George Street to the north.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 47580_GEM14)
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5.6.4

153-155 George Street

In 1871, on the site of 153-155 George Street, a public house known as Nil Desperandum
Hotel was erected by Mrs Underwood, and later renamed the New York Hotel in 1882 33.
In 1900, the area was resumed under the Observatory Hill Resumption Act. c.1907, the
New York Hotel, located on the site, was demolished. By 1908, Tooth & Co Ltd had erected
the current brick and iron roofed building34. The Sands Directory notes that the New York
Hotel operated on the subject site from 1882 through to 1933 (the date of the final
publication of the Sands Directory). The former New York Hotel operated as a licensed
hotel from 1908, the date of its construction, until 1960, when the premises was de-licensed.
In 1914, the New York Theatre was erected at 157-159 George Street by Nathan Jacobs,
south of the New York Hotel. The Sands Directory lists New York Theatre (later known as
the United States Amusements Co Ltd, and the New York Picture Theatre Ltd) as having
operated at the subject address from 1912 until 1937 when the building was demolished. 35
Photographic evidence indicates that the New York Theatre was a separate building to the
Hotel (Figure 80). Documentary evidence indicates that The United States Amusement Ltd
purchased the site from Marcus Clarke & Company Ltd in January 1912.
In 1946, the property was acquired by the Minister of Public Works for the purposes of the
Construction Authority, Sydney Harbour Bridge Act 1932.36 Figure 84 shows the subject site
in 1949 with the vacant site to the south with construction work taking place for the City Rail
link to Circular Quay. The land was used by the Railways Commission of NSW. The City
Circle Railway was opened in 1956.37
The tenancy card indicates that the subject site operated as a hotel until 1958 (Figure 83 &
84). The property was leased as an office in 1959 and the premises were de-licensed in
1960. It is unclear who the occupants of 153-155 George Street were after 1960 when it
ceased to be a hotel.
In the 1980s, part of the building operated as a restaurant and cocktail bar, known as Ox on
The Rocks Tavern, Restaurant and Cocktail Bar, occupied the ground floor of 153-155
George Street (Figure 85). The Sydney Spanish Guitar Centre occupied the second floor38.
The layout of the buildings in the mid-1980s is depicted in Figure 86. The rear of the building
was demolished for construction of the DFS Galleria in the mid-late 1980s (Figure 87).

33

See Sands Directory information in Section 2.4.1 of this report.
Cited in Environmental Impact Statement, Proposed Development of the Globe Street Site (C11), The
Rocks, Appendix 2, Section 3.2.2 (reference: Album of Photographs ML F981.1/N1901 and Fox and
Assoc: Globe Street Precinct: Outline Historic Research)
35
Building Data Sheet Summary, 6 February 1980
36
Land Titles, Cancelled Title, Vol 2178, Folio 117
37
Building Data Sheet Summary, Globe Street Summary, Outline Historic Research Report, 6 February
1980
38
Planning Workshop, Environmental Impact Statement, Proposed Development of the Globe Street
Site (C11), The Rocks, (prepared September 1986), p.11
34
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Figure 83
New York Hotel, 153-155 George Street, after demolition of adjacent New York Theatre for the City circle railway,
1949. Note the construction of the verandah and frieze, the rolled metal roofing to the tower and the painted
brickwork. (Source: SHFA Dataworks 34277_GE76)
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Figure 84
New York Hotel, 153-155 George Street (undated) post-1957. Note the loss of the verandah with the subsequent
rearrangement of the downpipes. Although the shopfronts remain, the door bottom panels appear to have been
altered. (Source: SHFA Dataworks 34278_GE77)
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Figure 85
Eastern elevation of 153-155 George Street, 1980. Note the original windows in the top of the tower have not yet
been replaced, but the timber framed shopfronts have been lost. (Source: SHFA Dataworks 152468_GS6)
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Figure 86
c.1984 measured drawings of the floor plans by the Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority indicating the original
configuration of the building. (Source: SHFA ROX-419-AR-0064-OD & ROX-419-AR-0065-OD)
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5.7

Development of the Site: 1980s till present

In 1986 plans for the development of the site, comprising 145 to 155 George Street and 60
Harrington Street, were prepared by Dino Burattini, architect for Londish Properties Pty Ltd.
The proposal was for the development of the Harrington Street portion of the subject site.
The development included the construction of ten storeys of office and retail with
underground commercial carparking requiring deep excavation works and incorporating the
former laneway as part of the property. The Globe Street site comprised land partly owned
by the Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority (SCRA) and partly owned by State Rail
Authority (SRA).
Prior to the development of the existing buildings, the rear area was used and occupied by
the State Rail Authority (SRA) as a maintenance depot and staff quarters for the
maintenance of the City Circle. As part of the agreement of the transfer of development
rights for the SRA land, SCRA accepted responsibility for the construction costs of a new
depot set aside within a ‘cave’, on the southern side of the building 39.
In the late 1980s, the subject site was amalgamated with other buildings within the site
boundary of George and Harrington Streets, Globe Street and the Cahill Expressway under
the one title to become part of the DFS Galleria, a duty free retail complex and offices. The
development included changes to the commercial buildings facing George Street, new
shopfronts, reconfiguring No 147 George Street as an arcade entry, replacement and repair
of awnings, and the replacement of existing windows and roofing.
Shopfront facades were researched to identify original treatments 40. Figures 82 and 84
indicate the configuration of the shopfronts before the 1980s redevelopment. Reinstatement
has been based on early photographs of 153-155 George Street and the design has been
extended to the other shopfronts of 145-151 George Street. The reinstatement of the awning
has also been based on photographic evidence.
In 1998, further development work undertaken on the DFS Galleria site was prepared by
architects, Peddle Thorpe & Walker. This work included changes to the Harrington Street
elevation, alterations to the interior of Louis Vuitton Store (149-151 George Street) including
stairs, a vaulted galleria, and retail fitouts.
Reference to Figure 79 indicates the modifications that occurred, including the removal of
the barrel vault awning and replacement with the current structure, the placement of infill
glazing above the awning, enclosure of the twin columns to either side of the main entrance,
and the addition of display cases to the ‘interior’ walls of 147 George Street,

39

SHFA Archives, New York Hotel File, Correspondence 11 June 1987, Authority Meeting No 244,
Director’s Report No 107/ 87.
40
File notes dated 27 July 1988: Merv Shearman, SCAA, noting Ms Annette Green to undertake
research work.
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Figure 87
Blank wall of the South Elevation of 153-155 George Street showing excavation works at the rear, c.1987.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 152492_GS31)
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Figure 88
DA Elevation drawing of the DFS Galleria detailing the alterations to the George Street façade (stamped 1989). (Source: SHFA ROX-419-AR-0024-DR)
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Figure 89
DA Section drawing of the DFS Group detailing the new structure and what remains of the original fabric (stamped 1989). (Source: SHFA ROX-419-AR-0068-DR)
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6.1

Context of the Report

This report has been commissioned by The Authority and prepared by Conybeare Morrison
International. The aim is to revise and consolidate into one report four separate
Conservation Management Plans prepared in 2007 by Conybeare Morrison International for
the subject properties at No’s.145, 147, 149-151 and 153-155 George Street, The Rocks.
The premises at No’s.145-155 are known as the DFS (Duty Free Store) Group.
The main objective of this Conservation Management Plan is to provide updated guidelines
for the conservation, reuse, interpretation and management of the DFS Group to ensure that
the heritage values of the place are maintained and, where appropriate, enhanced. This is
in accordance with the Conservation Objective of The Rocks Heritage Management Plan
that heritage conservation is a primary management objective in The Rocks precinct. 41
The listed curtilage of this group of properties at 145-155 George Street has recently been
updated by the NSW Heritage Branch to clarify the extent of land to which the significance
has been attributed instead of the whole DFS Complex. The updated curtilage has been
taken into consideration in this CMP.

6.2

Methodology and Structure

This Conservation Management Plan has been prepared with reference to the NSW
Heritage Branch’s guidelines on Conservation Management Document; and James Semple
Kerr's The Conservation Plan (6th edition) 2004. The overall structure of this CMP is shown
below:
Process for this CMP

Layout of this CMP (for ease of use)

Section 1

PART 1

Project set up and
consultation.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Includes Site
Description, Aim of the
CMP and Summary
Statement of
Significance

Section 2

Documentary
Evidence

PART 2

CONSERVATION
POLICIES
Includes Opportunities,
Challenges and
Recommendations

41

Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority, The Rocks Heritage Management Plan: Volume 1, 2010, p.28.
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Process for this CMP

Layout of this CMP (for ease of use)

Section 3

PART 3

Physical Evidence

HERITAGE
SIGNIFICANCE
Includes Analysis under
NSW Heritage Act
Criteria and Statement of
Significance

Section 4

Heritage Significance

PART 4

EVIDENCE
Includes Historical
Context and Historical
Importance, Curtilage
Analysis, Comparative
Analysis, and Analysis of
Documentary and
Physical Evidence

Section 5

Opportunities &

PART 5

Constraints

ILLUSTRATED
HISTORY
Includes Historic Value
as presented by a
Professional Historian

Section 6

Conservation Policies

PART 6

ABOUT THIS CMP:
Includes Outline of Brief,
Report Methodology,
Authorship, Listings and
Bibliography

Section 7

Implementation

PART 7

SUMMARY OF
ELEMENTS
Includes Significance
and Recommendations
by Element

6.3

Authorship & Acknowledgements

This report has been prepared by Conybeare Morrison International and reviewed by Garry
McDonald.
CM+ appreciates the helpful comments and assistance of the staff of The Authority.
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6.4

Terminology & Abbreviations

The terminology used in this report, where referring to conservation processes and
practices, follows the definitions as presented in the Article 1 of The Australian ICOMOS
Charter for Places of Cultural Significance: The Burra Charter (1999).
For identification of historic architectural styles and building elements, the terminology used
is as presented in the Pictorial Guide to Identifying Australian Architecture (various editions)
prepared by Irving, Apperley and Reynolds.

6.5

References / Bibliography

References
In compiling this CMP, secondary sources and materials were used and included the 2007
CMP for each of the buildings and archaeological assessments and reports for the sites.
Historic photographic collections and plans held at the SHFA archives were referred to.
All contemporary photographs taken for the purposes of this report were by CM+. Unless
stated otherwise, all historic images and plans are from the SHFA Library.
During the documentary research process gaps were found in the available source material.
Floor plans were located of the subject site showing the proposed works of the 1980s DFS
Complex but did not include any details of the 1908 building. The Sydney Harbour
Foreshore Authority obtained basic outline Floor Plans of the subject site dating to 2005
from DFS Australia Pty Ltd and these have been used throughout this report. Undated
measured drawings (c.1984) by the Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority were also
provided by the Foreshore Authority and indicate the probable configuration of the original
structure. No plans were located however of the building layout prior to the 1980s to confirm
this configuration.
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7.1

Introduction to this Summary

The Summary of Elements identifies the main elements of the heritage fabric of the building,
and nominates a grading of significance as well as the current condition of the element. The
grading of significance identifies those elements, from ‘Exceptional’ to ‘Intrusive’, so that the
fabric is either conserved in an appropriate manner, or to allow a degree of intervention,
depending on the grading (refer to Sections 7.2 and Policies 31 and 41) .

7.2

Grading of Significance

Exceptional Significance
Includes fabric that makes the greatest direct contribution to the item’s significance. This
particularly refers to rare or outstanding original fabric and spaces of particular historic and
aesthetic value, and unaltered original elements and features.
Elements identified as being of exceptional significance should be retained and conserved in
situ. Any work, which affects the fabric or external appearance of these elements, should be
confined to preservation, restoration and reconstruction as defined by The Burra Charter.
High Significance
Includes elements and features that make an important contribution to the recognition of the
item’s significance albeit the fabric may not be in good condition. This may include elements
that have been altered, or elements created as part of a generally sympathetic alteration to
the building. This category is likely to include much of the extant fabric from the early
phases of construction and many reconstructed early or original elements wherever these
make an important contribution to the significance of the item.
Elements identified as being of high significance should also generally be retained, restored
and conserved in situ subject however to other relevant factors including technological
feasibility of proposed works. Minor intervention into fabric including adaptation and
alteration as defined by The Burra Charter is permissible, provided that level of significance
of each element is retained, with an aim not to remove or obscure significant fabric, giving
preference to changes which are reversible.
Moderate Significance
Includes building fabric and relationships that are supportive of the overall significance of the
item and have some heritage value, but do not make an important or key contribution to that
significance. Also includes elements and features which were originally of higher
significance, but have been compromised by later, less significant modifications or elements
that have deteriorated beyond repair and cannot be reconstructed in a technologically
feasible manner.
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Adaptation and relocation to components of these elements and spaces is acceptable
provided that it protects the overall cultural significance of the item. Such work should take
place within defined work programs and should not be the product of general maintenance
or sporadic alterations.
Little Significance & Neutral items
Includes elements and features which were originally of higher significance, but have been
compromised by later, less significant modifications.
Can include additions made to accommodate changing functional requirements where these
components are generally of neutral impact on the complex’s significance.
Elements assessed as being of little significance or of neutral value are generally not
regarded as essential to the major aspects of significance of a building or place, often
fulfilling a functional role. Both retention and removal are acceptable options, depending on
the element. Any major interventions to the item should be confined to areas where the
fabric is of little significance.
Intrusive
Includes fabric which adversely affects the significance of the complex or fabric created
without respect for the intangible values of the building. Removal of elements of this
category would directly increase the overall heritage value of the item.
Elements identified as intrusive can reduce or obscure the overall significance of the place,
despite their role as illustrators of the site’s progressive development. The preferred option
is for their removal, conversion to a more compatible form, or replacement in a way which
helps to retain the overall significance of the item. These works should be done without
damage to adjacent fabric of significance. These items need not be addressed immediately.
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7.3

Condition Rating

CONDITION RATING

DESCRIPTION

5 - Excellent

Element has no defects. Condition and appearance are as
new.

4 - Good

Element exhibits superficial wear and tear, minor defects,
minor signs of deterioration to surface finishes, but does not
require major catch-up maintenance. No major defects
exist.

3 - Fair

Element is in average condition. Deteriorated surfaces
require attention. Services are functional but require
attention. Deferred maintenance work exists. Attention to
condition is required within the next 5 years.

2 - Poor

Element has deteriorated badly. Serious structural
problems exist. General appearance is poor with eroded
protective coatings. Elements are defective, services are
frequently failing, and/or a significant number of major
defects exist. Attention to condition is required within the
next 2 years.

1 – Very Poor

Element has failed. It is not operational and is unfit for
occupancy or normal use. Urgent attention is required.
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Diagrams of Elements & Their Significance
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Figure 90
Elevations of DFS Group with Levels of Significance.
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Figure 91
Ground Floor Plan – Levels of Significance
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Figure 92
Level 1 – Levels of Significance
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Figure 93
Level 2 – Levels of Significance
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Figure 94
Level 3 – Levels of Significance
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Figure 95
Roof Plan – Levels of Significance
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Summary of Elements
Element

7.5

Background

Significance

Condition

Recommendations

Exceptional

Good

The item is to be conserved and

The Heritage Item Generally
The DFS Group consists of a row of four buildings along
George Street, constructed in the period from 1892 (No.145),
1908 (No.153-155), 1913 (No.149-151) and 1914 No.147. The
elevation has been retained in relatively good condition but

continued to be activated with compatible

little else behind the street frontage has been conserved, since

uses.

the block was developed in the late 1980’s. The buildings are
of State heritage significance.
The DFS building to the west of the heritage group is not of
significance to the subject item.

Figure 96
George Street elevation looking to the north. (Source: SHFA Dataworks 775243)

7.6

The Setting
The DFS Group forms an important element of the streetscape

Exceptional

N/A

Retain the setting of the items in relation

of George Street and the entry point to The Rocks from the

to the George Street alignment and

CBD.

Circular Quay in general.

The views to and from the item are important to the setting and
its location in The Rocks.

The DFS office tower fronting Harrington
Street, is not of heritage significance and

The rear section of the DFS Galleria, fronting Harrington

therefore can be re-developed within the

Street, forms a monumental backdrop to the heritage group

guidelines of this CMP while maintaining a

fronting George Street.

curtilage for the subject items.

Figure 97
George Street looking north with the subject site on the left.
(Source: SHFA Dataworks 583064 RR-830)
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Element

Background

Significance

Condition

Recommendations

There is a history of previous structures on the site, such as

Unknown. Subject

N/A

An archaeological assessment should be

the Underwood Building from the 1830s, however there is

to further

carried out, especially if there are any

limited archaeological potential under the footprint of the

investigation

plans to disturb the sub-floor of the

Source: Courtesy SHFA

7.7

Archaeological Potential

subject items given the replacement structures and in particular

subject sites. Refer to Policy 28.

the DFS Galleria development in the late 1980s. However
there has been identification of a cellar under 153-155 George
Street.

7.8

External Elements Generally

External Form, Scale & Character

Exceptional

Good

Ensure the retention of the George Street
elevation and its relationship to the
streetscape.

WALLS
East Elevation and North Elevation (No.145)

Ground Floor timber shop fronts and brickwork

Moderate

Good

Retain and conserve. Repair as
necessary. Re-paint to historic colour
schemes. Refer to Policies 46-49.

Figure 98
153-155 George Street shopfront (Source: SHFA Dataworks 775269)
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Element

Background

Significance

Condition

Recommendations

Brickwork and associated brick details above ground floor,

Exceptional

Good

Retain and conserve. Inspect and repair
defective brickwork, repoint if required.

including painted brickwork

Ensure retention of remnant ‘grocer’ sign
to east elevation of No.145 above first
No. 147 First Floor brickwork and arched glazed infill

Little

Good

floor window heads.
Reconstruct No.147 ground and first floors
when an opportunity presents.

Note: colour staining to brickwork of
No.147 is intrusive. Investigate methods
of removing without damage to the
Figure 99

surface of the brickwork in accordance

147 George Street (Source: SHFA Dataworks 775226)

with Policy 57.

Rendered elements (decorative corbels and roughcast)

Exceptional

Good

Retain and conserve. Inspect and repair
defective plasterwork. Investigate original
paint colour, and establish a more suitable
colour scheme in accordance with Policy
47.

Figure 100
153-155 George Street detail of tower (Source: SHFA Dataworks 775265)
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Element

Background

Significance

Condition

Recommendations

Decorative Sandstone and capping, including quoins

Exceptional

Good

Inspect joints and repoint as required.
Inspect for weathering and repair.

(No.149-151)

Carefully remove plant growth from
parapet.

Figure 101
149-151 George Street detail (Source: SHFA Dataworks 775253)

Windows – timber framed double hung

High

Excellent

Retain and maintain in good working order

Balconies including metal balustrades and pressed metal

Exceptional

Good

Retain and conserve

High

Good

Retain and conserve

ceilings

Figure 102
147 George Street balcony soffit detail (Source: SHFA Dataworks 775224)

French doors and highlights, panelled doors (balconies)
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Element

Background

Significance

Condition

Recommendations

Shopfront awning

Moderate

Good

Retain, maintain and insect rainwater
goods

Figure 103
145 George Street corner with Globe Street (Source: SHFA Dataworks 775233)

Brickwork

Moderate

Good

Retain and conserve

Brickwork, windows and walkways

Little

Excellent

Maintain. Future redevelopment may

Figure 104
155 George Street, south elevation (Source: SHFA Dataworks 775276)

West Elevation

1980s wall for DFS Galleria development.

include access upgrade and
reconfiguration of the walkways and
stairs. Refer to Policies 23 and 33.
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Element

Background

Significance

Condition

Recommendations

Slate roof, chimneys and terracotta chimney pots

Exceptional

Fair

Conserve and inspect the slate roof

(No.149-151 front only)

Moderate

Good

Maintain and inspect the metal roofing

Metal Roofing (No.145, 147, rear 149-155, 153-155)

High

Good

Maintain and inspect the copper rainwater

Figure 105
149-153 George Street west elevation (Source: SHFA Dataworks 775262)

ROOF and RAINWATER GOODS
goods

Copper downpipes and rainwater heads

Roof framing

High

The internal spaces have been fitted out for the DFS retail

Little

Good

Conserve and inspect for termite activity

Figure 106
153-155 George Street roof framing (Source: SHFA Dataworks 775271)

INTERNAL WALLS GENERALLY

Good

outlets

WALLS

Configuration with window openings

38-40.

Exceptional

Good

Window joinery

145 –155 George Street, The Rocks - CMP

Maintain the configuration of openings
and retain the window joinery

East and North

08/08/2012

Can be refurbished subject to Policies 35,

High

Good
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Element

Party walls

Background

Significance

Condition

Recommendations

Render and paint finish

Little

Excellent

Maintain

Brickwork between tenancies

Exceptional

Good

Retain and conserve with no new
openings. Reinstate party walls and

Floors and Ceilings

Retail and Office Fitouts

Openings between No’s 145, 147 and 149-151

Intrusive

Reconstructed

Little

First floor of No.147 relative to balcony level and French doors

Intrusive

Includes partitioning, joinery and Ground Floor arcade of

separation of items if the opportunity
presents, in accordance with Policy 58

Good

Retain as required

Little

Good

Retain or remove as required

Stairs to No’s 145 and 149-151

Little

Good

Retain or remove as required

Footpath lighting, although not original, is complementary

Moderate

Good

Retain

No.147

Internal Stairways

7.9

Street lighting

Figure 107
153-155 George Street (Source: SHFA Dataworks 775263)
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151

155 George Street (West Side)
Year

Building No.

Occupant

1858-59

No #

Patent Slip Tavern – Gallagher, John

Globe Street
145

Riley, Daniel, boarding house

147

Ogilvie, Wm S, clothier and outfitter

161

Newlands, William, - American Hotel

Essex (late Brown
Bear Lane)
1861

139

Patent Slip Inn – Gallagher, John

Globe Street
143

Ogilvie, WS,
Scott, John, mariner

145

Unger, Julius, outfitter

147

Foly, John, tobacconist

149

Brickell, Robert, tinsmith

151

Smith, James, boarding house

153

M’Cauley, Texter, bootmaker

153

Wallach, Herman, oilcloth
manufacturer

1863

139

Patent Slip Inn – Gallagher, John

Globe Street
143

Delvero, Frank, lodging house

145

Frey, John, builder

147

Kelly, James, boarding house

149

Brickell, Robert, tin plate worker

151

Smith, James, lodging house
Scott, CH, hairdresser

1865

153

Wallach, Herman, clothier

139

Patent Slip Inn – Gallagher, John

Globe Street

152

141

Arscott, Edward, butcher

145

Levi & Co, tobacconist

147

Kelly, James, lodging house
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Year

Building No.

Occupant

149

Brickwell, Robert, tinsmith

151

Smith, James, lodging house
Shooler, Fredk, oyster saloon

1867

153

Wallach Brothers, clothiers

139

Patent Slip hotel – Gallagher, John

Globe Street

1870

141 and 143

Arscott, Edward, butcher

145

McKay, George, ironmonger

145½

Creighton, Charles, painter

147

Fitz, James, hairdresser

149

Brickell, Robert, tin and coppersmith

151

Bell, Mrs, grocer

151½

Ford, Edward, hairdresser

153

Wallach Brothers, drapery warehouse

139

Patent Slip hotel – Heaney, Martin

Globe Street
141 and 143

Arscott, Edward, butcher
Harman & Oliffe, tallow and hide
merchants

1873

145

McKay, George, ironmonger

145½

Creighton, Charles, painter

147

Fitz, James, hairdresser

149

Brickell, Robert, tin and coppersmith

151

Bell, Mrs, grocer

151½

Ford, Edward, hairdresser

153

Wallach Brothers, drapery warehouse

139

Patent Slip hotel – Heaney, Martin

Globe Street
141 and 143

Arscott, Mary, Mrs, butcher

145

Barry, Thomas, bootmaker
Passage
Maroc, John, blacksmith

147
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Andrews, W – Nil Desperandum hotel

153

Year

1875

Building No.

Occupant

149

Pricknell, Francis, tinsmith

151

vacant

151½

Riedel, Alfred, tailor

153

Wallach Brothers, warehousemen

155

Dive, James, greengrocer

139

Patent Slip hotel – Heaney, Martin

Globe Street
141

Atkinson, George, butcher

Lane

1877

145

Barry, Thomas, bootmaker

147

Andrews, W – Nil Desperandum hotel

149

Pricknell, T Mrs, tinsmith

151

Matthews, Francis, clothier

151½

Riedel, Alfred, tailor

153

Wallach Brothers, warehousemen

155

Dive, James, greengrocer

139

Patent Slip hotel – Heaney, Martin

Globe Street
141

Atkinson, George, butcher

143

Harman, Henry, wood dealer

145

Barry, Thomas, bootmaker

147

Barnwell, T – Nil Desperandum hotel

149

Pricknell, Francis, tinplate worker

151

Newel, Henry, grocer

151½

Reidel, Alfred, tailors

153

Wallach Brothers, outfitters

1879

139

Patent Slip hotel – Davis, Samuel

Street

Globe Street

number
changes

141

Atkinson, George, butchers

143 A

Dyer, Jesse, grocer

143 B

Moore, Christopher, glass and
earthenware dealer
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Year

Building No.

Occupant

143 C

Christensen, Frederick, oyster dealer

145

Barry, Thomas, bootmaker

147

Andrew, Wm – Nil Desperandum hotel

149

Penfold, David, hairdresser

151

Bauern & Moody, clothiers

151½

Riedel, Alfred, tailors

153

Wallach Brothers, clothing
manufacturers

155

Crollich, Frederick, butcher

157

Smith, James, tobacconist

159

Smith, James, restaurant

161

Sun War Loong & Co, merchants

Little Essex Street
1880

139

Street

Globe Street

Patent Slip hotel – Davis, Samuel

number
changes

141

Atkinson, George, butchers

143

Dyer, Jesse, grocer

145

Eyles, Joseph, greengrocer

147

Christensen, Frederick, fishmonger

149

Barry, Thomas, bootmaker

151

Andrew, Wm – Nil Desperandum hotel

151

Penfold, David, hairdresser

151

Foster, G & W, outfitter

151

Wilson, John, boardinghouse

151½

Riedel, A & G, tailors

153

Wallach Brothers, clothing
manufacturers

155

Crollich, Frederick, butcher

157

Smith, James, tobacconist

159

Smith, James, restaurant

161

Sun War Loong & Co, merchants

Little Essex Street
1882
08/08/2012
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Patent Slip hotel – Morgan, James
155

Year

Building No.

Occupant

Globe Street
145

Atkinson, George, butchers

147

Dyer, Jessie, grocer

149

Harris, Simon, fruiterer

151

Christensen, Frederick, fishmonger

153

Foster, George, outfitter

155

New York hotel – Dunn, John

157

Brown, Thomas, restaurant

159

Wilson, John, boardinghouse

159½

O’Brien, Patrick, tobacconist

161

Riedel, A & G, tailors

163

Wallach Brothers, clothing
manufacturers

165

Miller, Richard, butcher

167

Smith, James, restaurant

169

Sun War Loong, storekeeper

Little Essex St
1883

143

Patent Slip hotel – Jacobson, John M

Globe Street
145

Atkinson, George, butchers

147

Dyer, Jessie, grocer

149

Harris, Simon, fruiterer

151

Christensen, Frederick, fishmonger

153

Anderson, Peter, outfitter
Maroc, Michael, carpenter

155-57

Dunn’s New York hotel – Dunn, J

157a

Delaney, Daniel, dining rooms

159

Goyle, Daniel, hairdressers
O’Brien, Patrick, tobacconist

161

Riedel, A & G, tailors

163

Wallach Brothers, clothing
manufacturers

165
156
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Miller, Richard, butcher
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Year

Building No.

Occupant

167

Smith, James, restaurant

169

Sun War Loong, storekeeper

Little Essex St
1884

143

Patent Slip hotel – Jacobson, John M

Globe Street
145

Atkinson, George, butchers

147

Dyer, Jessie, grocer

149

Harris, Simon, fruiterer

151

Christensen, Frederick, fishmonger

153

Anderson, Peter, outfitter

155-57

New York hotel – Dunn, J

157a

Delaney, Daniel, dining rooms

159

O’Brien, Patrick, hairdressers

161

Riedel, A & G, tailors

163

Wallach Brothers, clothing
manufacturers

165

Miller, Richard, butcher

167

Smith, James, restaurant

169

Sun War Loong, storekeeper

Little Essex St
1885

143

Patent Slip hotel – Jacobson, John M

Globe Street
145

Atkinson, George, butchers

147

Dyer, Jessie, grocer

149

Harris, Simon, fruiterer

151

Christensen, Frederick, fishmonger

153

Anderson, Peter, outfitter

155-57

New York hotel – Kersey, George

157a

Delaney, Daniel, dining rooms

159

O’Brien, Patrick, hairdressers

161

Riedel, A & G, tailors

163

Wallach Brothers, clothing
manufacturers

08/08/2012

145 –155 George Street, The Rocks - CMP

157

Year

Building No.

Occupant

165

Miller, Richard, butcher

167

Smith, James, restaurant

169

Sun War Loong, storekeeper

Little Essex St
1886-7

143

Patent Slip hotel – Harry Deeble

Globe Street
145

Atkinson, George, butchers

147

Dyer, Jessie, grocer

149

Harris, Simon, fruiterer

151

Christensen, Frederick, fishmonger

153

Anderson, Peter, outfitter

155-57

New York hotel – Robert Montgomery

157a

Delaney, Daniel, dining rooms

159

O’Brien, Patrick, hairdressers

161

Riedel, A & G, tailors

163

Wallach Brothers, clothing
manufacturers

165

Miller, Richard, butcher

167

Smith, James, restaurant

169

Sun War Loong, storekeeper

Little Essex St
1889

143

Port Jackson hotel – Harry Deeble

Globe Street

158

145

Atkinson, George, butchers

147

Dyer, Jessie, grocer

149

Williams, Walter S, refreshment rooms

151

Christensen, Fredk, fishmonger

153

Lilja, GA, outfitter

155-57

New York hotel – Robert Montgomery

157a

Delaney, Daniel, dining rooms

159

O’Brien, Patrick, hairdressers

161

Riedel, A & G, tailors

145 –155 George Street, The Rocks - CMP

08/08/2012

Year

Building No.

Occupant

163

Wallach Brothers, clothing
manufacturers

165

Miller, Richard, butcher

167

Smith, James, restaurant

169

Sun War Loong, storekeeper

Little Essex St
1890

143

Port Jackson hotel – John Walker

Globe Street
145

Ward & Hintley, butchers

147

Dyer, Jessie, grocer

149

Williams, Walter S, restaurant

151

Christensen, Fredk, fishmonger

153

Lilja, GA, outfitter

155

New York hotel – R Montgomery

157

Walters, William, refreshment rooms

159

O’Brien, Patrick, hairdressers and
boarding house

161

Riedel, A & G, tailors

163

Wallach Brothers, clothing
manufacturers

165

Miller, Richard, butcher

167

Smith, James, restaurant

169

Sun War Loong, storekeeper

Little Essex St
1891

143

Port Jackson hotel – W Selff

Globe Street

08/08/2012

145

Ward & Little, butchers

147

Dyer, Jessie, grocer

149

Williams, Walter S, restaurant

151

Christensen, Fredk, fishmonger

153

Lilja, GA, outfitter

155

New York hotel – R Montgomery

157

Rampe, J, fruiterer

145 –155 George Street, The Rocks - CMP

159

Year

Building No.

Occupant

159

Delany, TD, tobacconist

161

Riedel, A & G, tailors

163

Wallach Brothers, clothing
manufacturers

165

Miller, Richard, butcher

167

Smith, James, restaurant

169

Merrifield & Adams, metal dealers

Little Essex St
1893

143

Port Jackson hotel – Charles Prince

Globe Street
147

McLachlan, T, grocer

149

Williams, Walter S, restaurant

151

Christensen, Fredk, fishmonger

153

Lilja, GA, outfitter

155

New York hotel – R Montgomery

157

Hariot, A, jeweller

159

Delany, TD, tobacconist

161

Riedel, A & G, tailors

163

Wallach Brothers, clothing
manufacturers

165

Miller, Richard, butcher

167

Smith, James, restaurant

169

Merrifield & Adams, metal dealers

Little Essex St
1894

143

Port Jackson hotel – Patrick Laner

Globe Street

160

145

Dyer, Jesse, grocer

147

Little, Thomas, butcher

149

Williams, Walter S, restaurant

151

Christensen, Fredk, fishmonger

153

Lilja, GA, outfitter

155-157

New York hotel – R Montgomery

145 –155 George Street, The Rocks - CMP

08/08/2012

Year

Building No.

Occupant

159

Delany, TD, tobacconist

161

Riedel, A & G, tailors

163

Walloch Brothers, clothing
manufacturers

165

The London Meat Co – Thomas
Huntley, manager

167

Smith, James, restaurant

169

Merrifield & Adams, metal dealers

Little Essex St
1895

143

Port Jackson hotel – George Craig

Globe Street
145

Dyer, Jesse, grocer

147

Fairbairn, James, butcher

149

Lensi, P, tobacconist

151

Christensen, Fredk, fishmonger

153

Lilja, GA, outfitter

155

New York hotel – R Montgomery

157

Morris, James, bootmaker

159

Delany, TD, tobacconist

161

Riedel, A & G, tailors

163

Walloch Brothers, clothing
manufacturers

165

The London Meat Co – Mrs AM Palmer

167

Smith, James, restaurant

169

Merrifield & Adams, metal dealers

Little Essex St
1896

143

Port Jackson hotel – W Russell

Globe Street

08/08/2012

145

Dyer, Jesse, grocer

147

Fairbairn, James, butcher

149

Lensi, P, tobacconist

151

Christensen, Fredk, fishmonger

153

Lilja, GA, outfitter

145 –155 George Street, The Rocks - CMP

161

Year

Building No.

Occupant

155

New York hotel – R Montgomery

157

Morris, James, bootmaker

159

Delany, TD, tobacconist

161

Riedel, A & G, tailors

163

Walloch Brothers, clothing
manufacturers

165

Stone Bros, butchers

167

Smith, James, restaurant

169

Merrifield & Adams, metal dealers

Little Essex St
1897

143

Port Jackson hotel – Michael Norris

Globe Street
145

Dyer, Jesse, grocer

147

Fairbairn, James, butcher

149

Lensi, P, tobacconist

151

Christensen, Fredk, fishing tackle
makers

153

Lensi, P, hairdressers

155

New York hotel – R Montgomery

157

Morris, James, bootmaker

159

Delany, TD, tobacconist

161

Riedel, A & G, tailors

163

Walloch Brothers, clothing
manufacturers

165

Stone Bros, butchers

167

Smith, James, restaurant

169

Merrifield & Adams, metal dealers

Little Essex St
1898

143

Port Jackson hotel – Michael Norris

Globe Street

162

145

Dyer, Jesse, grocer

147

Auld, John, butcher

149

Lensi, P, tobacconist

145 –155 George Street, The Rocks - CMP

08/08/2012

Year

Building No.

Occupant

151

Nicholas, A & Co, oyster saloon

153

Polesi, P, refreshment rooms

155

New York hotel – Edward D’Arcy

157

Morris & Lyons, bootmakers

159

Delany, TD, tobacconist

161

Riedel, A & G, tailors

163

Walloch Brothers, clothing
manufacturers

165

Svilarich, M, fruiterer

167

Smith, James, restaurant

169

Merrifield & Adams, metal dealers

Little Essex St
1899

143

Port Jackson hotel – Michael Norris

Globe Street
145

Dyer, Jesse, grocer

147

Auld, John, butcher

149

Lensi, P, tobacconist

151

Nicholas, A & Co, oyster saloon

153

Polesi, P, refreshment rooms

155

New York hotel – Edward D’Arcy

157

Morris & Lyons, bootmakers

159

Delany, TD, tobacconist

161

Riedel, A & G, tailors

163

Walloch Brothers, clothing
manufacturers

165

Rolling, Alf G, refreshments

167

Smith, James, restaurant

169

Merrifield & Adams, metal dealers

Little Essex St
1900

143

Port Jackson hotel – Michael Norris

Globe Street

08/08/2012

145

Dyer, Jesse, grocer

147

Auld, John, butcher

145 –155 George Street, The Rocks - CMP

163

Year

Building No.

Occupant

149

Trueman, Robert - tobacconist

151

Nicholas, A & Co, oyster saloon

153

Polesi, P, refreshment rooms

155

New York hotel – Michael O’Hea

157

Morris & Lyons, bootmakers

159

Delany, TD, tobacconist

161

Riedel, A & G, tailors

163

Walloch Brothers, clothing
manufacturers

165

Paul, A, restaurant

167

Smith, James & John

169

Merrifield & Adams, metal dealers

Little Essex St
1901-2

143

Port Jackson hotel – Michael Norris

Globe Street
145

Dyer, Jesse, grocer

147

Auld, John, butcher

149

Trueman, Robert - tobacconist

151

Nicholas, A & Co, oyster saloon

153

Goldsmide, Joseph, clothier

155

New York hotel – Michael O’Hea

157

Morris & Lyons, bootmakers

159

Delany, TD, tobacconist

161

Riedel, A & G, tailors

163

Walloch Brothers, clothing
manufacturers

165

Paul, A, restaurant

167

Smith, James & John

169

Adams & Co, metal dealers

Little Essex St
1903

143

Port Jackson hotel – Michael Norris

Globe Street

164

145 –155 George Street, The Rocks - CMP

08/08/2012

Year

Building No.

Occupant

145

Dyer, Jesse, grocer

147

Auld, John, butcher

149

Trueman, Robert - tobacconist

151

Nicholas, A & Co, oyster saloon

153

Goldsmide, Joseph, clothier

155

New York hotel – Michael O’Hea

157

Morris & Lyons, bootmakers

159

Delany, TD, tobacconist

161

Riedel, A & G, tailors

163

Walloch Brothers, clothing
manufacturers

165

Paul, A, restaurant

167

Sames, Henry, bird fancier

169

Adams & Co, metal dealers

Little Essex St
1904

143

Port Jackson Hotel – Michael Norris

Globe Street
145

Dyer, Jesse, grocer

147

Auld, John, butcher

149

Trueman, Robert - tobacconist

151

Nicholas, A & Co, oyster saloon

153

Goldsmide, Joseph, clothier

155

New York hotel – Michael O’Hea

157

Morris & Lyons, bootmakers

159

Delany, TD, tobacconist

161

Riedel, A & G, tailors

163

Rossich, Frederick, oyster saloon

165

Paul, A, restaurant

167

Sames, Henry, bird fancier

169

Adams & Co, metal dealers

Little Essex St
1905

08/08/2012

143

145 –155 George Street, The Rocks - CMP

Port Jackson Hotel – Michael Norris

165

Year

Building No.

Occupant

Globe Street
145

Dyer, Jesse, grocer

147

Grubb, WA & Co, butchers

149

Trueman, Robert - tobacconist

151

Nicholas, A & Co, oyster saloon

153

Goldsmide, Joseph, clothier

155

New York hotel – Michael O’Hea

157

Morris & Lyons, bootmakers

159

Delany, TD, tobacconist

161

Riedel, A & G, tailors

163

Rossich, Frederick, oyster saloon

165

Paul, A, restaurant

167

Sames, Henry, bird fancier

169

Adams & Co, metal dealers

Little Essex St
1906

143

Port Jackson Hotel – Michael Norris

Globe Street
145

Dyer, Jesse, grocer

147

Grubb, WA & Co, butchers

149

Trueman, Robert - tobacconist

151

Nicholas, A & Co, oyster saloon

153

Goldsmide, Joseph, clothier

155

New York hotel – Thomas Cogan

157

Morris & Lyons, bootmakers

159

Delany, TD, tobacconist

161

Riedel, A & G, tailors

163

Nicolih, Giovanni, oyster saloon

165

Paul, A, restaurant

167

Sames, Henry, bird fancier

169

Adams & Co, metal dealers

Little Essex St
1907
166

143
145 –155 George Street, The Rocks - CMP

Port Jackson Hotel – Michael Norris
08/08/2012

Year

Building No.

Occupant

Globe Street
145

Dyer, Jesse, grocer

147

Grubb, WA & Co, butchers

149

Trueman, Robert - tobacconist

151

Nicholas, A & Co, fishmonger

153

New York hotel – Frederick Condy

161-163

Kitchener Tailoring Co – civil and
military tailors

165

Gailey, WG, plumber and drainer

167

Graham, Walter R, surgeon
Nelson Carbonated Co., importers
(aerated water machines)

1908

143

Port Jackson Hotel – Michael Norris

Globe Street
145

Dyer, Jesse, grocer

147

Grubb, WA & Co, butchers

149

Trueman, Robert - tobacconist

151

Nicholas, A & Co, fishmonger

153

New York hotel – Frederick Condy

161-163

Kitchener Tailoring Co – civil and
military tailors

165

Gailey, WG, plumber and drainer

167

Graham, Walter R, surgeon
Nelson Carbonated Co., importers
(aerated water machines)

1909

143

Port Jackson Hotel – Arthur Sumerling

Globe Street
145

Dyer, Jesse, grocer

147

Grubb, WA & Co, butchers

149

Trueman, Robert - tobacconist

151

Nicholas, A & Co, fishmonger

153

New York hotel – Thomas J McGee

161-163

Kitchener Tailoring Co – civil and
military tailors

08/08/2012

145 –155 George Street, The Rocks - CMP

167

Year

Building No.

Occupant

165

Gailey, WG, plumber and drainer
Marks, Mrs AH, florist

167

Graham, Walter R, surgeon
Nelson Carbonated Co., importers
(aerated water machines)

1910

143

Port Jackson Hotel - Michael Norris

Globe Street
145

Dyer, Jesse, grocer

147

Grubb, WA & Co, butchers

149

Trueman, Robert - tobacconist

151

Nicholas, A & Co, fishmonger

153

New York hotel – Thomas J McGee

161-163

Kitchener Tailoring Co – civil and
military tailors

165

Gailey, WG, plumber and drainer
Marks, Mrs AH, florist

167

Graham, Walter R, surgeon
Nelson Carbonated Co., importers
(aerated water machines)

1911

143

Port Jackson Hotel - Mrs Jane Norris

Globe Street
145

Dyer, HJ, grocer

147

Nicholas & Co, fish shop

149

Trueman, Robert, tobacconist

151

Nicholas, A & Co, fishmonger

153

New York hotel – Thomas J McGee

161-163

Kitchener Tailoring Co – civil and
military tailors

1912

165

Gailey, WG, plumber and drainer

143

Port Jackson Hotel, Mark Lapin

Globe Street

168

145

Dyer, HJ, grocers

147

Nicholas & Co, fish shop

149-151

Grubb WA & Co, butchers

145 –155 George Street, The Rocks - CMP

08/08/2012

Year

Building No.

Occupant

151a

Quay Chambers
(1 – 3) Pike, Thomas J, customs
agent
(2) Wilson J & R (Australia) Ltd,
ship store merchants
Hopkins, PH, manufacturers agent
Russel, H, carrier
(7) McCallum, Leslie, teacher of
singing
(8) Theatre, H, electrical and
instrument maker
Little, J Cecil, music teacher
(4) and (12) Goflin, M, music
teacher
(9-11) White, Matthew, B,
contractor
(5-6) Reid, Miss Margaret, costumer
(5 and 11), Wykes & McCabe,
customs agents
(10) Conery, RA, customs agents

153

New York hotel – John Taylor
New York Theatre

161-163

Kitchener Ltd, civil and military tailors
Erickson, S, billiard saloon
Kitchener Chambers

1913-14

165

Gailey, WG Ltd, plumbers and drainers

143

Port Jackson Hotel, Mark Lapin

Globe Street
145

Dyer, HJ, grocers

147

Nicholas & Co, fish shop

149-151

Grubb WA & Co, butchers

151a

Quay Chambers
(1 – 3) Pike, Thomas J, customs
agent
(2) Wilson J & R (Australia) Ltd,
ship store merchants
Hopkins, PH, manufacturers agent
Russel, H, carrier

08/08/2012

145 –155 George Street, The Rocks - CMP

169

Year

Building No.

Occupant
(7) McCallum, Leslie, teacher of
singing
(8) Thaeter, H, electrical and
instrument maker
Little, J Cecil, music teacher
(4) and (12) Goflin, M, music
teacher
(9-11) White, Matthew, B,
contractor
(5-6) Reid, Miss Margaret, costumer
(5 and 11), Wykes & McCabe,
customs agents
(10) Conery, RA, customs agents

153

New York hotel – Harold L Street
New York Theatre

161-163

Kitchener Ltd, civil and military tailors
Leffer, Ambrose A, billiard saloon
Kitchener Chambers

1915

165

Gailey, WG Ltd, plumbers and drainers

143

Port Jackson Hotel, Mark Lapin

Globe Street
145

Dyer, HJ, grocers

147

Nicholas & Co, fish shop

149-151

Grubb WA & Co, butchers

151a

Quay Chambers
(1 – 3) Pike, Thomas J, customs
agent
(2) Wilson J & R (Australia) Ltd,
ship store merchants
Hopkins, PH, manufacturers agent
Russel, H, carrier
(7) McCallum, Leslie, teacher of
singing
(8) Thaeter, H, electrical and
instrument maker
Little, J Cecil, music teacher
(4) and (12) Goflin, M, music
teacher

170

145 –155 George Street, The Rocks - CMP

08/08/2012

Year

Building No.

Occupant
(9-11) White, Matthew, B,
contractor
(5-6) Reid, Miss Margaret, costumer
(5 and 11), Wykes & McCabe,
customs agents
(10) Conery, RA, customs agents

153

New York hotel – Augustus Mooney
New York Theatre – United States
Amusement Co Ltd

161-163

Kitchener Ltd, civil and military tailors
and mercer
Leffer, Ambrose A, billiard saloon
Kitchener Chambers

1916

165

Gailey, WG Ltd, plumbers and drainers

143

Port Jackson Hotel, Mark Lapin

Globe Street
145

Dyer, HJ, grocers

147

Nicholas & Co, fish shop

149-151

Grubb WA & Co, butchers

151a

Quay Chambers
(1 – 3) Pike, Thomas J, customs
agent
(2) Wilson J & R (Australia) Ltd,
ship store merchants
Hopkins, PH, manufacturers agent
Russel, H, carrier
(7) McCallum, Leslie, teacher of
singing
(8) Thaeter, H, electrical and
instrument maker
Little, J Cecil, music teacher
(4) and (12) Goflin, M, music
teacher
(9-11) White, Matthew, B,
contractor
(5-6) Reid, Miss Margaret, costumer
(5 and 11), Wykes & McCabe,
customs agents
(10) Conery, RA, customs agents

08/08/2012

145 –155 George Street, The Rocks - CMP

171

Year

Building No.

Occupant

153

New York hotel – Augustus Mooney
United States Amusement Co Ltd

1917

165

Gailey, WG Ltd, plumbers and drainers

143

Port Jackson Hotel, Mrs J Dunn

Globe Street
145

Dyer, HJ, grocers

147

Nicholas & Co, fish shop

149-151

Grubb WA & Co, butchers

151a

Quay Chambers
(1 – 3) Pike, Thomas J, customs
agent
(2) Wilson J & R (Australia) Ltd,
ship store merchants
Hopkins, PH, manufacturers agent
Russel, H, carrier
(7) McCallum, Leslie, teacher of
singing
(8) Thaeter, H, electrical and
instrument maker
Little, J Cecil, music teacher
(4) and (12) Goflin, M, music
teacher
(9-11) White, Matthew, B,
contractor
(5-6) Reid, Miss Margaret, costumer
(5 and 11), Wykes & McCabe,
customs agents
(10) Conery, RA, customs agents

153

New York hotel – Augustus Mooney
United States Amusement Co Ltd

1918-20

165

Gailey, WG Ltd, plumbers and drainers

143

Port Jackson Hotel, Edward, Claire

Globe Street
145

Commonwealth Lighthouse Service,
Dept Trade & Commerce
Downton & Dyer Ltd, grocers

147
172

145 –155 George Street, The Rocks - CMP

Nicholas & Co, fish shop
08/08/2012

Year

Building No.

Occupant

149-151

Grubb WA & Co, butchers

151a

Quay Chambers
(1 – 3) Pike, Thomas J, customs
agent
(2) Wilson J & R (Australia) Ltd,
ship store merchants
Hopkins, PH, manufacturers agent
Russel, H, carrier
(7) McCallum, Leslie, teacher of
singing
(8) Thaeter, H, electrical and
instrument maker
Little, J Cecil, music teacher
(4) and (12) Goflin, M, music
teacher
(9-11) White, Matthew, B,
contractor
(5-6) Reid, Miss Margaret, costumer
(5 and 11), Wykes & McCabe,
customs agents
(10) Conery, RA, customs agents

153

New York hotel – Augustus Mooney
United States Amusement Co Ltd

1921

165

Gailey, WG Ltd, plumbers and drainers

143

Port Jackson Hotel, Edward, Claire

Globe Street
145

Commonwealth Lighthouse Service,
Dept Trade & Commerce
Downton & Dyer Ltd, grocers

147

Nicholas & Co, fish shop

149-151

Grubb WA & Co, butchers

151a

Quay Chambers
(1 – 3) Pike, Thomas J, customs
agent
(2) Wilson J & R (Australia) Ltd,
ship store merchants
Hopkins, PH, manufacturers agent
Russel, H, carrier
(7) McCallum, Leslie, teacher of

08/08/2012

145 –155 George Street, The Rocks - CMP

173

Year

Building No.

Occupant
singing
(8) Thaeter, H, electrical and
instrument maker
Little, J Cecil, music teacher
(4) and (12) Goflin, M, music
teacher
(9-11) White, Matthew, B,
contractor
(5-6) Reid, Miss Margaret, costumer
(5 and 11), Wykes & McCabe,
customs agents
(10) Conery, RA, customs agents

153

New York hotel – Josephine Dunn
United States Amusement Co Ltd

1922

165

Gailey, WG Ltd, plumbers and drainers

143

Port Jackson Hotel, Edward, Claire

Globe Street
145

Commonwealth Lighthouse Service,
Dept Trade & Commerce
Downton & Dyer Ltd, grocers

147

Nicholas & Co, fish shop

149-151

Grubb WA & Co, butchers

151a

Quay Chambers
(1 – 3) Pike, Thomas J, customs
agent
(2) Wilson J & R (Australia) Ltd,
ship store merchants
Hopkins, PH, manufacturers agent
Russel, H, carrier
(7) McCallum, Leslie, teacher of
singing
(8) Thaeter, H, electrical and
instrument maker
Little, J Cecil, music teacher
(4) and (12) Goflin, M, music
teacher
(9-11) White, Matthew, B,
contractor

174

145 –155 George Street, The Rocks - CMP

08/08/2012

Year

Building No.

Occupant
(5-6) Reid, Miss Margaret, costumer
(5 and 11), Wykes & McCabe,
customs agents
(10) Conery, RA, customs agents

153

New York hotel – Elsie O’Donnell
United States Amusement Co Ltd

1923

165

Gailey, WG Ltd, plumbers and drainers

143

Port Jackson Hotel, William D
Cordingley

Globe Street
145

Commonwealth Lighthouse Service,
Dept Trade & Commerce
Downton & Dyer Ltd, grocers

147

Nicholas & Co, fish shop

149-151

Grubb WA & Co, butchers

151a

Quay Chambers
(1 – 3) Pike, Thomas J, customs
agent
(2) Wilson J & R (Australia) Ltd,
ship store merchants
Hopkins, PH, manufacturers agent
Russel, H, carrier
(7) McCallum, Leslie, teacher of
singing
(8) Thaeter, H, electrical and
instrument maker
Little, J Cecil, music teacher
(4) and (12) Goflin, M, music
teacher
(9-11) White, Matthew, B,
contractor
(5-6) Reid, Miss Margaret, costumer
(5 and 11), Wykes & McCabe,
customs agents
(10) Conery, RA, customs agents

153

New York hotel – Daniel O’Brien
United States Amusement Co Ltd

165

08/08/2012

145 –155 George Street, The Rocks - CMP

Gailey, WG Ltd, plumbers and drainers

175

Year

Building No.

Occupant

1924-25

143

McDonald T, Residential café

Globe Street
145

Commonwealth Lighthouse Service,
Dept Trade & Commerce
Downton & Dyer Ltd, grocers

147

Nicholas & Co, fish shop

149-151

Grubb WA & Co, butchers

151a

Quay Chambers
(1 – 3) Pike, Thomas J, customs
agent
(2) Wilson J & R (Australia) Ltd,
ship store merchants
Hopkins, PH, manufacturers agent
Russel, H, carrier
(7) McCallum, Leslie, teacher of
singing
(8) Thaeter, H, electrical and
instrument maker
Little, J Cecil, music teacher
(4) and (12) Goflin, M, music
teacher
(9-11) White, Matthew, B,
contractor
(5-6) Reid, Miss Margaret, costumer
(5 and 11), Wykes & McCabe,
customs agents
(10) Conery, RA, customs agents

153

New York hotel – Eric Stansfield
United States Amusement Co Ltd

159

The White City Grill Rooms, Stocy, Mrs
Tilly

1926

143

Whitworth, H, café

Globe Street
145

Commonwealth Lighthouse Service,
Dept Trade & Commerce
Downton & Dyer Ltd, grocers

147

176
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Nicholas & Co, fish shop

08/08/2012

Year

Building No.

Occupant

149-151

Grubb WA & Co, butchers

151a

Quay Chambers
(1 – 3) Pike, Thomas J, customs
agent
(2) Wilson J & R (Australia) Ltd,
ship store merchants
Hopkins, PH, manufacturers agent
Russel, H, carrier
(7) McCallum, Leslie, teacher of
singing
(8) Thaeter, H, electrical and
instrument maker
Little, J Cecil, music teacher
(4) and (12) Goflin, M, music
teacher
(9-11) White, Matthew, B,
contractor

153

New York hotel – Patrick O’Connor
United States Amusement Co Ltd

1927

159

Xenodohos, Nicholas, cafe

143

Whitworth, H, café

Globe Street
145

Commonwealth Lighthouse Service,
Dept Trade & Commerce
Downton & Dyer Ltd, grocers

147

Nicholas & Co, fish shop

149-151

Grubb WA & Co, butchers

151a

Quay Chambers
(1 – 3) Pike, Thomas J, customs
agent
Hopkins, PH, manufacturers agent
Russel, H, carrier
(7) McCallum, Leslie, teacher of
singing
(8) Thaeter, H, electrical and
instrument maker
Little, J Cecil, music teacher
(4) and (12) Goflin, M, music
teacher

08/08/2012
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Year

Building No.

Occupant
(9-11) White, Matthew, B,
contractor

153

New York hotel – Patrick O’Connor
United States Amusement Co Ltd

1928

159

Xenodohos, Nicholas, cafe

143

Alston, Mrs E, café

Globe Street
145

Commonwealth Lighthouse Service,
Dept Trade & Commerce
Downton & Dyer Ltd, grocers

147

Nicholas & Co, fish shop

149-151

Grubb WA & Co, butchers

151a

Quay Chambers
(1 – 3) Pike, Thomas J, customs
agent
Hopkins, PH, manufacturers agent
Russel, H, carrier
(7) McCallum, Leslie, teacher of
singing
(8) Thaeter, H, electrical and
instrument maker
Little, J Cecil, music teacher
(4) and (12) Goflin, M, music
teacher
(9-11) White, Matthew, B,
contractor

153

New York hotel – Patrick O’Connor
New York Picture Theatre Ltd

1929

159

Xenodohos, Nicholas, cafe

139

Colonial Cafe

141

Peek, John, chemist

Globe Street
145

Commonwealth Lighthouse Service,
Dept Trade & Commerce
Downton & Dyer Ltd, grocers

147
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Year

Building No.

Occupant

149-151

Grubb WA & Co, butchers

151a

Quay Chambers
Hopkins, PH, manufacturers agent
Russel, H, carrier
(8) Thaeter, H, electrical and
instrument maker
Little, J Cecil, music teacher
(4) and (12) Goflin, M, music
teacher
(11) White, Matthew, B, contractor

153

New York hotel – Walter Withers
New York Picture Theatre Ltd

1930

165

Zantis, J, confectioner

143

Whitworth Café

Globe Street
145

Commonwealth Lighthouse Service,
Dept Trade & Commerce
Downton & Dyer Ltd, grocers

147

Nicholas & Co, fish shop

149-151

Grubb WA & Co, butchers

151a

Quay Chambers
Hopkins, PH, manufacturers agent
Russel, H, carrier
(8) Thaeter, H, electrical and
instrument maker
Little, J Cecil, music teacher
(4) and (12) Goflin, M, music
teacher
(11) White, Matthew, B, contractor

153

New York hotel – A McKinnon
New York Picture Theatre Ltd

1931

165

Gailey, WG Ltd, plumbers and drainers

167a

Firemen & Dockhands’ Assoc of NSW

143

Whitworth Café

Globe Street
145

08/08/2012

145 –155 George Street, The Rocks - CMP

Commonwealth Lighthouse Service,
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Year

Building No.

Occupant
Dept Trade & Commerce
Downton & Dyer Ltd, grocers

147

Nicholas & Co, fish shop

149-151

Grubb WA & Co, butchers

151a

Quay Chambers
Hopkins, PH, manufacturers agent
Russel, H, carrier
(8) Thaeter, H, electrical and
instrument maker
Little, J Cecil, music teacher
(4) and (12) Goflin, M, music
teacher
(11) White, Matthew, B, contractor
(10) Langa, G, tailor

153

New York hotel – A McKinnon
New York Picture Theatre Ltd

1932-33

165

Dunn, C, cafe

167a

Firemen & Dockhands’ Assoc of NSW

143

Colonial Café

Globe Street
145

Commonwealth Lighthouse Service,
Dept Trade & Commerce
Downton & Dyer Ltd, grocers

147

Nicholas & Co, fish shop

149-151

Grubb WA & Co, butchers

151a

Quay Chambers
Hopkins, PH, manufacturers agent
Russel, H, carrier
(2) Williamson, AJ
(8) Thaeter, H, electrical and
instrument maker
Little, J Cecil, music teacher
(4) and (12) Goflin, M, music
teacher
(11) White, Matthew, B, contractor
(10) Langa, G, tailor
(6) Fireman and Dockhands’ Assn
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Year

Building No.

Occupant
of NSW

153

New York hotel – A McKinnon
New York Picture Theatre Ltd

08/08/2012

165

Spanos, A, cafe

167a

Firemen & Dockhands’ Assoc of NSW
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